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Go \ \ cS tinghouse, Jack’s assignment: help develop a rendezvous system for 
Gemini capsules. 

! A modern fable with To the news publications of the nation, this was the 

oun = ahh ‘e Lechnical ouerlones story of the year. In fact, one of the big syndicates assigned 

€ their most beautiful, technically oriented woman reporter 
to get an exclusive story from 

Once there was a young college sen- Jack... at any cost. . a 

ior named Jack who wanted desper- One night while returning zy 

( _ ately to climb the beanstalk of from work . . - Jack was ac- 

- success, facing the kind of challenges costed by the beautiful young 

j his forefathers faced on the frontiers newswoman, who suggested , 
Ni of early America. that Jack give her an exclu- 

Ny But Jack wasn’t sure which kind sive bylined story de- eee 4 

— of beanstalk he wanted to climb. scribing the project in _ «igus 
sq , His mother wanted him to take a detail. ey a a 

v 7 job at the local store so he’d be close Though taken aback © y, "|i ii iis a. 

Vig to home. by her beauty, Jack ONS 

\ a NG His friends urged him to join a never lost sight of his CPZ 6 

¥ Yi protest movement. duty. He pleaded with 7; HIN NS ~ 

Vw “er His professors wanted him to go the reporter to hold her SPU Se 

ve on to graduate school. story until after the ° SORA PAO al 

Br as Then Jack met a Mr. Greeley launching. She agreed on the ff she ae 5 
0, Ker AV ») from Westinghouse. Mr. Greeley was condition that Jack would pro- “Hl a eg 

hx Wes a recruiter of college students. He vide her with enough informa KK Uae ie 1% 

Ny RS was a kindly man with a warm smile, tion for a subsequent story eRe ey 

\ | AWS and he explained how Jack could that would win her a Puliver Je cuvuww grooves 

. ys SaeFehy get an advanced tuition-free degree Prize for news reporting. —. 

ys . while working at Westinghouse. . The pressure on. Jack and . 

y Mr. Greeley also explained that his closely knit engineering team tightened. By day, they’d 

Y) ree Westinghouse, being a giant organi- work on the space guidance system; by night, Jack would 

y | eo _ zation, was in a much better position feed background information to the beautiful, technically 

WG | OC than most to undertake projects that oriented reporter. It was hard work, but 

oy | would benefit the less fortunate it was important work. , 
0) ] peoples of the world. Finally the day arrived for which the 

‘| Mr, Greeley’s advice was: world had long waited. America’s two 

~ “Go Westinghouse, young man!” : capsules rendezvoused successfully, Man- 

¥ And Jack did. kind was now assured of a stairway to the stars. 

4 g Given a choice of six large oper- While television-viewing millions rejoiced, Jack was as 

YW ating groups* within Westinghouse, good as his word, offering the beautiful lady reporter the 

YY” Jack elected to join the Atomic, De- story she wanted so badly. . . . 
Xi fense and Space Group and was However, the girl, now smitten with 

é prompty assigned to work on an cS. Jack, turned her back on the Pulitzer 
oceanographic project. ae Prize, preferring instead to join Westing- 

A fast learner, Jack took root quickly, reassuring his 2) ay house, attend its Advanced Education 

graying but still pleasant-faced mother, “Don’t worry, aw me School and obtain a degrce in engineer- 

Mom, I'm on my way to the top.” | ad ing. (Women are welcome at Westing- 

‘Though officially a trainee, Jack was a big help in the house, an equal opportunity employer.) 

development of Deepstar—a Jules Verne-like underseas ve- . . Now they both work at Westinghouse 

hicle designed to explore the ocean depths. One of Deep- = while Jack designs atomic reactors for America’s newest 

star’y many missions was to search for food sources to meet missile-firing submarines, his beautiful Deen ne 

the growing needs of a hungry world. ex-reporter wife, an education specialist. _. Cf. 

The project was an enormous success; Jack’s manage- helps train Peace Corps volunteers for || g7 A 
ment was delighted. overseas duty—and they’re only abean’s are 

But before a grateful uNesco could honor him publicly, throw from the neat white cottage they oo 4 _ 

Jack obtained a transfer to one of the many space projects share with his mother. _ of 

‘Westinghouse coordinates. And they all lived happily ever after. VN CO 
Moral: By planting your career seeds with | gg 

4 TRS Westinghouse, you, too, can climb the bean- Saal pa 
stalk of success, overcoming giant obstacles Giga gy Smee. 

: S and earning a lot of golden rewards. eo ee 

SS 

me a You can be sure if it's Westinghouse 
Cin ee 

V4 For further information, contact the Mr. Greeley from 
Westinghouse who will be visiting your campus during the 
next few weeks or write: L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Edu- 
cational Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15221. 
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WITH ELECTRICITY, BECAUSE-We generate it, transform It, relay it, arrest it, meter It, 
distribute it, control it, use it; IN MATERIAL HANDLING, BECAUSE-we lift it, swing it 
stack It, hoist it, lower it, truck it, load it, pile it, move it, clamp it; WITH MINING 
AND METALS, BECAUSE-we blast It, strip It, crush it, screen it, grind it, pump It, 
hall it, heat it, ship it; WITH PETROLEUM RUBBER CHEMICALS BECAUSE-we pump it, 
grind it, suspend it, compact It, blend it, dry it, compress it, burn it, cool it; 

WITH WATER AND SEWAGE, BECAUSE-we pump it, settle it, filter it, conserve It, 

aerate It, treat it, control it, distribute it, store it: IN AGRICULTURE, BECAUSE-Wwe 
plow it, sow it, Hail it, grind it, till it, bale it, slice it, feed it, thresh it, mix it 
pack it, Ship It; WITH PULP AND PAPER, BECAUSE-we strip it, fell it, pile it, pulp It, 
cook It, iron It, treat it, stretch it, coat it, make it: IN CONSTRUCTION, BECAUSE-Wwe 

push it, load it, pound it, serape It, haul it, pile it, change it, dig it, pack it, move It. 
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Opportunities available for all engineering graduates emphasizing ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL and 
INDUSTRIAL backgrounds. Also, unexcelled opportunities for business administration graduates. 

MANAGER COLLEGE RELATIONS or visit your Campus 

Write-us direct BO ERS Placement ores to 

MILWAL KEE, WISCONSIN 53201 with our representative, 

ALLIS-CHALMERS 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Want the opportunity to explore your discipline? at : Le 

At Douglas, your discipline is your own to explore, enrich, expand. You'll /; 

work in our extensive and exceptional Southern California facilities, where there ql 

are many independent research and development programs underway. You'll 

be near fine colleges and universities, where you can study for advanced degrees. 

If you want to publish a paper, we'll encourage it. In fact, we encourage j 

anything that means professional growth for a young scientist or engineer 

on his way up. Send your resume to L. P. Kilgore, Corporate Offices, Box 662-X, 

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Santa Monica, California. DOUGLAS ’ 

An equal opportunity employer 
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ask a clinical chemist. | 

Determining the pH, or relative acidity, of a patient’s blood example of the new glitter in glass. Today, glass can be made 
is a routine part of many physical examinations. Until re- six times stronger than steel. Or as soft as silk. It can bend or 

cently, this was a time-consuming process. It involved the not bend. Break or not break. Melt or not melt. It can be 
use of a cumbersome water bath to maintain the blood sam- molded, cast, machined, drawn and pressed. In short, it pos- 

ple at body temperature. Now all it takes is 15 seconds. Ask sesses more useful capabilities than any other known material. 

a clinical chemist. For solutions to their materials problems, industry and 
The difference is a new blood pH system designed and government are coming to Corning. Because Corning is the 

engineered by Corning research. Heart of the system is an glassmaster. It’s a broad, international company, with one of 
electrode with a glass element that senses the difference in the most daring, expert and imaginative research and engi- 

acidity between the sample and a liquid of standardized pH. neering staffs in the world. Plus a marketing principle that 

A proportional electronic heater holds the temperature of the commits them to developing products only in areas where a 
sample to within +0.01°C of any preselected temperature. need exists and no product does. 

Warm-up time from plug-in is only 3 minutes. An aspirator Young engineers seeking challenge, opportunity and ad- 

provides for quick flushing of the electrode after each use. vancement are invited to write to Career Development Man- 
Sophisticated instrumentation like this is just one more ager, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 14830. 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 

AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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AVE IT F : 
. a bi I've always wanted to open a column with “Well, sports fans a 7. 

. ..”, but considering Wisconsin’s record lately, it’ would seem - wil 
somewhat inappropriate. Oh well, maybe our Rugby team will 4 “ 
make it this year. a - c 
The main purpose in my scratchings (editorial) this month is om. 2 
to let you know something about this year’s annual convention. ai am 3 be. 
You may not realize it, but The Wisconsin Engineer is privi- a a oo 
leged_ to belong to ECMA (Engineering College Magazines a wre = Associated), a national organization of some 50) college maga- ” ss! a zines. Every year one of the member schools holds the national Oren» a convention, which is sort of a giant business meeting and a Fe — giant party combined. ce aa 
The convention this year was given by Drexel, in Philadelphia. : og a 
Four of our staff, Gerry Melotke, Dick Friede, Abby Trueblood, 
and myself left on Wednesday night, October’ eighth, via 
Northwest Airlines. Arriving in’ Philly, we obtained a yellow 
Mustang and proceeded to the hotel. Unfortunately, we got a 
little lost and made it to the Sheraton via New Jersey. But un- 4 y 
daunted, we had a small stafl meeting in the hotel lounge and eo - ventured back into the streets of the city for a wild night. 4 ae (Everything closed at 12:00) a il 
Thursday was the actual start of the convention, and Wisconsin i. 4 7 
was a staunch member of the membership committee. We are ioe. a ™ pleased to announce that Rice, San Diego, Texas U., Brigham Lah oo” - 3 Young, and Wyoming are now associate members of ECMA. ad 1 a a 3 Thursday night saw the staff at G.E.’s research center, viewing a a # a the room where they built the Nimbus, and learning how they — ng mer 7 cose test space vehicles for “in-space” operation. After dinner at eae gi “a G.E., we returned to the Sheraton hotel for an extended social Ee 3 hour. It is interesting to note that it was at this very party that me E a long-standing feud between the Minnesota Technolog and the So aS 
Wisconsin Engineer was settled, 
Friday afternoon, the convention was continued on a Showboat 
for luncheon with the critic and a trip up the Delaware river. 
Friday night found us at Kuegler’s restaurant for the annual 

| awards banquet. Unfortunately, due to a small staff error last a oe) | spring, Wisconsin didn’t win anything, but we plan to take the a a top honors next year. Later Friday, Drexel threw a happy hour Cv —— 
which was continued around 2:00 A.M. in Wisconsin’s rooms. a wie Needless to say, the big business meeting on Saturday morning gy a o came entirely too early! in x s 
But we're glad to say that Wisconsin made it in body, and oa . Cl 
mostly in mind. The biggest decision of the day was that the Yd 2 se ‘a convention was a huge success. . Pe we li , 
An interesting point came up in the general discussion in Phila- - Phe ~ ee 
delphia. What should be the aim of an engineering magazine eed: 7 on a campus such as ours? Should we publish a magazine for ie “a the upperclassman who can appreciate a highly technical arti- ee | cle, or should we strive to make each magazine of interest to ce age 
the majority of people interested in science. In other words, 
should anyone on campus be able to pick up a copy. of the 
Wisconsin Engineer and enjoy reading it? We honestly can’t 
answer that question by ourselves, so we're asking—What do 
you, the readers, want to see more of in your magazine? Please Bes Te 
drop us a note via campus mail and let us know what you think. 3 oo 
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» FROM THE 

| . DEAN’S DESK 1 Po 

It is pleasant to have this opportunity to say a few words to the 
readers of the Wisconsin Engineer, on behalf of myself and the staff 
of the Engineering Freshman Office. 

First, let me introduce the staff. Besides myself, there are Mrs. Lois B. 
Greenfield, Assistant Professor of Engineering Education and Mr. Richard 
S. Hosman, Assistant to the Dean. Professor Donald F. Livermore of 
Mechanical Engineering and Professor John B. Miller of Electrical 
Engineering are available to assist during registration week and the six 
weeks grade conferences. Mrs. Doris Mita, Administrative Assistant, Mrs. Orla 
Erickson, Secretary, and Mrs. Charlotte Mathews, Secretary, all make real 
contributions to the smooth running and effectiveness of our operation. 

Although we are new as a team, we are not inexperienced as individuals. 
Mrs. Greenfield has been associated with us since 1956 and has her 
doctorate in Educational Psychology. Mr. Hosman, formely Colonel Hosman, 
now retired, last year was Commandant of the University of Wisconsin 
Department of Air Force Aerospace Studies, and has an MA degree in 
Educational Psychology. Professors Livermore and Miller have had 
advising experience in the Mechanical and Electrical Engineering depart- 
ments, and are with us because of their interest in and experience with 
undergraduate students. 

We have set certain goals for the relationship we would like to maintain 
with the student body. Stated simply, we would like to be known as a 
group of friendly, understanding people who are available to engineering 
freshmen, to prospective engineering freshmen, to their parents, and to 
high school counselors, to provide accurate information and wise counsel. 
We are a student service facility of the College of Engineering, and are 
therefore dedicated to assisting engineering freshmen to become engineering 
sophomores, and eventually successful engineers. More importantly, we 
are concerned with engineering freshmen as individuals. We would 
like to help them to become engineers if that is their aptitude, but we 
will be pleased to guide them to a successful start in another field if 
that is their aptitude. 

We are not unmindful of the traditions of our office, and are aware 
that we are carrying on and expanding traditions of service that started 
under the direction of the late Dean A. V. Miller and Miss Mary O'Keefe, 
and more recently were continued by Dean K. G. Shiels. Our job is made 
easier by the fact that freshman engineering students from generations 
back have pleasant memories of the Engineering Freshman Office. Among 
students who have used the facilities of this office are pioneer aviator 
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Charles A. Lindbergh, Jr. (freshman class of 1920-21), pioneer astronaut 
James A. Lovell (freshman class of 1946-47), and many persons prominent 
in varied fields of engineering and other endeavors today. One of the 
satisfactions of being a part of the operation of this office comes in meditat- 
ing that the students in this year’s class will be the leaders of tomorrow. 

We are assisted by many people demonstrating a sense of responsibility 
and dedication that is wonderful to behold. One such group is the student 
membership of the Tau Beta Pi honorary fraternity, under the direction 
of Educational Chairman Richard Argue, EE 4, who unselfishly man 
Room 11 in Building T-24 each Tuesday and Thursday evening to tutor 
those freshmen who are having difficulty in mathematics, chemistry, and 
engineering graphics, and during the second semester, physics. Another 
such group is the Student Committee for Public Relations in the College 
of Engineering, under the Presidency of Elric Saaske, NE 3, who voluntarily 
carry “the engineering story” back to their high schools. Still another 
group consists of busy and loyal faculty and practicing engineers who 
give of their time and energy to such important activities as Freshman Lectures, 
high school career days, and high school visits. 

We are also pleased that we are a part of the greater university 
administration that stresses the value of student services. We have many 
excellent service groups to which we can refer students, such as the Student 
Counseling Center, Student Financial Aids Office, Student Health, Student 

| Psychiatry, Office of High School Relations, Residence Halls, and others. 
| We have very strong beliefs about freshmen that we voice at every 
| opportunity. One is that freshmen are very special people, with problems 

peculiar only to themselves, and quite unlike others in their needs for 
understanding and approval and guidance. They are in the greatest period 
of change in their lives, far removed from being high school seniors, but 

| still far less sophisticated than college sophomores. Freshmen know that 
their opportunities are unlimited; the very thought of these opportunities, 
new found freedoms and associated responsibilities, mingled perhaps 
with a touch of homesickness, frightens them. Since they are special 
people, they need a special kind of attention. 

I would close with a word directed to those students for whom the 
Engineering Freshman office exists. We wouldn’t want you to think 
that we can do the job of learning for you. We have no method by which 
we can drill a hole in the top of your head, put in a funnel, and pour the 
knowledge in. We have no information on “How to Succeed in College 
Without Really Trying.” (You can’t!) We do believe that most of you 
that aren’t afraid of hard work and are willing to apply personal discipline 
to your lives can succeed in some field at college and in life. Hopefully, 
this would be in engineering, but whatever it is, won't you let us be 
on your side? We want to help, and we think we can. 

What can we do for you? We can show you the regulations that 
inform you of what you are permitted to do and what you cannot do, and 
interpret them for you. Occasionally, if in my judgment, the regulation 
is unjust to you, I can and do modify it. We can enlarge upon course 
descriptions, assist you with preparing your study list, and advise you 
about adding or dropping courses to accommodate your situation. We can 
refer you to student service organizations already mentioned for help 
with your finances, or with your health (and this includes both physical and 
mental). We can speak for you if you feel that somewhere on campus 
you are being dealt with unfairly (which doesn’t happen often, but could). 
We can be on your side if you get into trouble. We can be good listeners 
when you are homesick and want to talk about it. We want to be your 
first faculty friend, and we can be if you will take the initiative to come in 
and let us know how and where we can help. 

Fred O. Leidel, Assistant Dean 
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HOWARD HUGHES DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS. Applica- on their field of concentration and optimum work assignment. 

tions for the Howard Hughes Doctoral Fellowships in engineer- Fellows earn full salary during the summer and pro-rata salary 
ing, physics, or mathematics are now available for the academic for 24 hours work a week during the academic year. The com- 

year beginning in Autumn 1967. , bined salary and stipend enables Fellow to enjoy an income in 
The program offers the qualified candidate an outstanding excess of $6,500 per year during his two years as a Work-Study 
opportunity for study and research at a selected university, plus Fellow. Salaries are increased commensurate with professional 
professional industrial summer experience at a Hughes facility. growth and Fellows are eligible for regular Company benefits. 
Each Doctoral Fellowship includes tuition, books and thesis Ww . tei 

ss ; ; ork assignments are matched closely to the Fellow’s interests. 
preparation expenses, plus stipend ranging from 2.200 te Primary emphasis at Hughes is research and development in 
$3,100, depending upon the eee vid the F I . ae his the field of electronics for application to defense systems and 

candidate’s dependents. Full salary is paid e s Rea d space technology. Fields of interest include stability and trajec- 
summer work at Hughes. Salaries are Shae Pai oe yan tory analysis, energy conversion, structural design and analysis 
increased with the growth of the individual. Fellowships are — computer and reliability technology, circuit and information 
awarded to outstanding students who have completed a master's theory, plasma electronics, microminiaturization, and human 

degree (or equivalent) and have been accepted as a candidate factor analysis — research, development and product design on 
for the doctoral degree. | such devices as parametric amplifiers, masers and lasers, micro- 
HUGHES MASTERS FELLOWSHIPS. Approximately 100 wave tubes, antenna arrays, electron-tube and solid-state dis- 
new awards for '67-’68 are available to qualified applicants with plays, and components — design analysis, integration and test- 
a baccalaureate degree in engineering, mathematics or physics. ing of space and airborne missile and vehicle systems, infrared 
Most of these awards are Work-Study Fellowships, a very lim- search and tracking systems, and computer, data processing 
ited number are Full-Study. Upon completion of the Masters and display systems — theoretical and experimental work in 
Program, Fellows are eligible to apply for and are given special solid-state and ion physics. 

Sonsideration, for a Hughes Doctoral FellowSmp. Citizenship: American citizenship and eligibility for security 
Fellows who associate with a Company facility in the Los Angeles clearance are required 

area usually attend the University of Southern California or the . . . . — ou, . 
University of California, Los Angeles. Tuition, books and other Closing date for all applications: Early application is advis- 
academic expenses are paid by the Company, plus a stipend able. All materials should be postmarked not later than February 

ranging from $500 to $850 for the academic year. A significant 1 for the Doctoral Fellowships, and March 1 for the Masters 
advantage offered by the Work-Study Program is the opportunity Fellowships. 
to acquire professional experience working with highly compe- How to apply: To apply for either the Doctoral or Masters 
tent engineers and scientists while pursuing the M.S. degree. Fellowship, write to: Mr. James C. Cox, Manager, Personnel 
Selected Fellows have the option to work in several different Administration — Corporate Industrial Relations, Hughes Aircraft 
assignments during the Fellowship period to help them decide Company, P.O. Box 90515, Los Angeles, California 90009. 

Creating a new world with electronics 

eerie 
I 1 U | HUGHES : 
Lov -d 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

e Z An equal opportunity employer. 
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Which degree counts most? 

Besides a B.S., M.S., M.B.A., Ph.D.—or what have you—there We need top-notch people who can grow with us. People 
are other degrees vital to your future. The degree of imagina- who are well trained in chemistry, physics, chemical, elec- 
tion. Ambition. Responsibility. trical, or mechanical engineering, marketing or finance. 
If you have them in good measure, we know of no company And who have that extra degree. 
better able, or more disposed, to reward them. Handsomely. Talk it over with your faculty and Placement Officer. And re- In terms of professional recognition, intellectually stimulating gardless of your military commitments, be sure to see our rep- 
environment, and material reward. resentative when he is on your campus. Or 
We're big. But we're still young and growing. And plan to keep —_ write to: John B. Kuhn, Manager of Uni- 
on. In 1965, for example, our sales rose 23%. To over $860 versity Recruitment, Celanese Corporation, 
million. And 516 million in the first half of ’66. 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036. 

CELANESE 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Mr. Stan Ladley, Senior Commercial Development Engineer, Past National President and Chairman of the Board—Jaycees. ( 

My 
a a a 

I'm a metallurgist...doing commercial 
a a 

development...of plastic packaging. 

’s Phillips di ity.” That's Phillips diversity. 

“Being a metallurgist at an oil company University of Illinois, | couldn’t have fore- and refining . .. hydrocarbon research... 

seems strange enough. And when you add ~— seen that my interests would lead this synthetic rubber .. . carbon black... 

that I'm a Commercial Development En- way. It took a company as big, as diverse, plastics and textile development... fer- 

gineer, primarily dealing with plastic and as flexible as Phillips to help me find _ tilizers . . . LP-gas . . . and many more. 

packaging, it sounds pretty improbable. out what | wanted. And then to help me To get the full story on Phillips, contact 

It would be, anywhere but Phillips. do something about it. James P. Jones, Phillips Petroleum Com- 

“Actually, when | started at Phillips, | “The company helped me in another pany, 104 F. P. Bldg., Bartlesville, Okla- 

worked on pipe. My interest led me from way, too. | felt a need to take responsible | homa 74003. 

just metals into cement-lined pipe and action in my community. | joined the AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

other products, such as plastics. Then, Jaycees in the course of my outside ac- 

realizing what some of the new materials tivities and was elected National Presi- 

could do, linvolved myself moreandmore — dent. I'd say itwas worth a Ph. D. inhuman PHILLI PS 

in expanding their use. This in turn re- relations. Phillips encouraged me all the 

sulted in my moving to the Commercial way. Even to giving me leave of absence. 

Development Division. You see, the chain Now, that’s an unusual company.” 

of interests has its own logic. Some other examples of the diversity 

“But when | was graduating from the — of Phillips include: petroleum exploration 
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(Space nuclear propulsion) 

by: Jay H. Bradford 

N THE field of space technol- Propulsion System Requirements Another index of the perform- 
I ogy,‘as perhaps in no other field, The requirements for a space ance of a propulsion system is the 

_ heavy emphasis must of neces- propulsion system depend, natu- specific impulse, or pounds of sity be placed upon anticipation of rally, on the type of mission en- thrust per pounds of fuel con- future needs and extensive re- visioned for the system. The earth- sumed per second. The chemical 
search and development programs orbital mission demands a_ high rocket appears to be limited to a 
to supply these needs when the — jeyel of thrust for a relatively short specific impulse of approximately occasion arises. This is the result of period of time. Further, the system 400 to 450 seconds. Ralph S. 
the long lead times (often 10 to 15 must not contaminate the atmos- Cooper estimates that a system 
years) Saconee oe phere as it ascends from launch- producing a specific impulse of 
mdindoey acd soit a Aerie ing. The lunar mission also de- from 1100 to 1500 seconds would 

ment eeuilied It is essential then mands high thrust, since the gravi- Be Valuable. is a single stage ai 
that future needs be identified well tational fields of the Earth and the usable Soithorhital _veliels ie 
in advance of their realization Moon must be combatted, but — # system developing. 3 epevine : . here longer duration is required impulse of from 2000 to 3000 sec- 

Future Missions because of the greater distances to onds would provide valuable ca- 
be covered. Finally, the interplane- _ pability for interplanetary flight. 

In the next thirty years of space tary mission demands long dura- These, then, are the criteria for 
exploration it appears that mis- tion, but not necessarily high propulsion systems of the future. 
sions will fall into one of three thrust. If the mission consists only 
broad categories: earth-orbital mis- of flyby from a start in earth The Solid-Core Nuclear Engine 
sions, lunar missions, and inter- orbit, thrust levels need not be The solid-core nuclear heat- planetary missions. The earth- high, just constant. If descent to a exchange rocket engine is the old- 
orbital mission category has al- planetary surface is envisioned, at est of the several concepts for 
ready been encountered in such _ least one stage of the vehicle used nuclear space propulsion. The 
programs as Mercury and Gemini, must produce relatively high present developmental version of 
as well as numerous satellite thrust for a short period. Fig, 1 the solid-core engine, the NERVA 
launchings, and is well illustrated _ illustrates the various applications engine (Nuclear Energy Rocket 
by these activities. The first mar for different levels of thrust pro- Vehicle Application), traces its 
mission, Apollo, is not scheduled duced by propulsion systems. history back to early feasibility 
for another three years, but de- a studies: conducted by the United 
velopment of equipment and tech. [| °°77> r States in 1946. These casey led to 
niques is already well under way, er ANN {— ——| the establishment, in 1950, of the 
and. actual launéhines of Apollo AX —j{—_| _ joint Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion 
ane Boma’ nes OF OD oN | ore ANP), which spent the spacecraft will occur within a year. oO RAN See oe ( ; h sini di: I - 
Other future lunar missions could % o'} | next eae gat Dex ate, oe ane 
take the form of exploration of the Be C4 a | | | | actors, shielding, and engines. The 
lunar s face Ts aeped Meleasen 3 ATE CK : | major emphasis of the ANP was unar surface or the establishment g 7} Ee I ~+ | on manned-aireraft-nuclear-propul- 
of either permanent or temporary | § ,|__ ig: | | sion systems, but in 1961 it was 
manned installations on the lunar ° wi | dewded that these systems were 
surface. Interplanetary missions ie 10° sre latie Sap | not of immediate value, and the foro asian onetny | &° 4 eae’ | ANE wx Cnc a te ; Phasis shifted to the development 
probes, such as Mariner, but such p Soler heat engines = Gf nuclear-propulsion systems for 
missions as manned flybys of Mars t scions eneines rockets. This led to Project Rover. 2 L arc plasma engines | ‘ 2 > and Venus, actual landings upon 6 ion & magneto-plasma which was designed to test reactors 
planetary surfaces, and deep space engines | and demonstrate the feasibility of 
missions are still in the stage of _ _} nuclear rocket propulsion. This 
speculation, Fig. 1—Impulse-Thrust Relations has given way to NERVA, which 
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Fig. 2.—Nuclear Engine 

is designed to develop a practical — Here it is important to note that V/S-IVB, which could deposit 

nuclear rocket. the specific impluse is inversely 93,000 pounds and return only 

Principle of Operation of Solid-Core proportional to the molecular 8000 pounds. Fig. 3 illustrates the 

Nuclear Engine weight of the propellant. In order potential increase in lunar mission 

- : to maximize the specific impulse, capability. However, the solid-core 

Reactor. The basic principle be- then, it is necessary to obtain a engine would not be limited to 

hind the nuclear rocket engine iS yropellant with as low a molecular lunar _missions alone. Finger pre- 
the substitution of the heat from : ; ai La ‘ : : ae 

ate a weight as possible. This propellant dicts that its primary application 
nuclear fission for heat produced is hydroge ill be ‘d planetary explor 

by combustion and to use this heat 18 Hycrogen. bem vane the en oe A's 

to eat “ high. velocity a — Operating Characteristics of the orbit for a aeons be 

rapalledh it ik Sbviously necessary Solid-Core Nuclear Engine nearly 10% pounds less for a nuclear 

that the propellent pass through Performance. The present ver- system, as opposed £0 a chemical 

the reactor. In the NERVA engine sion of the NERVA engine was System. Also, the higher specific 

—Fig, 2—this is accomplished by tested in February, 1966 and de- impulse would mean that corre- 

employing a solid-core reactor per livered a nominal thrust of 55,000 Spondingly greater payloads could 

forated with passages through — pounds with a specific impluse of be delivered by the nuclear system. 

which the propellent flows and is approximately 800 seconds, or Limitations. The primary limita- 

heated. The reactor uses cither more than twice the specific im- tion of the solid-core nuclear en- 

graphite or uranium oxide. pulse of a chemical system. The — gine is temperature. The peak 

Propellant. The nuclear engine version under test used a reactor temperature to which the propel- 

operates with hydrogen, Hz, as its designed to deliver 1100 mega- lant can be heated determines the 

propellant. The chicf advantage of watts of power, and by 1967 it is degree to which the propellant can 

this propellant is its low molecular hoped to test reactors delivering be accelerated, thus, it determines 

weight of two. The significance of 4000 to 5000 megawatts of power. the thrust and _ specific impluse. 

the molecular weight of the propel- Applications. Since NERVA’s ex- This peak temperature, in turn, de- 

lant is its es oie ae specitic haust is radioactive, the engine pends upon the temperature which 

sninse produced, It can be shown would not be suitable for extensive can be tolerated by the solid ma- 

2% RE f use in the atmosphere of the Earth, terials in the reactor, and this is a 

lw 4 fx fe. but the engine would be well relatively set value, since the types 

V sl og 4 M suited for use as an upper stage for of materials which can be used in 

alice the Saturn V chemical rocket, and reactors are limited. Cooper esti- 

I. = specific impulse (seconds), it is expected that this will extend mates that with future improve- 

3 = ratio of specific heats, the useful life of the Satum for ments in design, afterheaters, and 

Ro = specific gas constant (foot- many years. H. B. Finger estimates carbide or metal fuels, the specific 

pounds force per pound that by using a nuclear third stage impluse of the solid-core nuclear 

mass degree Rankine), on the Saturn, it would be possible engine could be raised to about 

T = temperature (degrees to increase the payload landed on —_ 1000 seconds. Thus, although it 

Rankine, the Moon from 45% to 75%. Howard offers much better performance 

g = gravitational acceleration B. Schmidt agrees, estimating that than present chemical systems in 

(feet per second per the Satur V/S-N nuclear version use, the solid-core nuclear engine 

second), of the Saturn could deposit 140,000 is also limited in its potential per- 

and pounds on the Moon and return formance. Since it would be de- 

M = molecular weight of 17,000 pounds to Earth, as com- sirable to develop a_ propulsion 

propellant. pared to the conventional Saturn system with significantly higher 
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specific impulse, other, more ad- 
vanced concepts for propulsion roteting fuel elements exit nozzte 
systems are clearly called for. __ 898 ™ \ 

The Liquid-Core Nuclear Engine TODO eolitd ist a a 

The first step beyond the basic IX XK Sane oe BA 
solid-core heat exchanger is the ><><?PK> ~~ eo Mas FN _. 
liquid-core engine, which offers a \RAROR / ——————— 
potentially large gain in specific CX YXNOO / = 
impulse with relatively little in- K> Ss 
crease in engineering complexity. ODO y re 

Still in the theoretical stage, no ~ 4 ——— ——----- - 
actual experimentation has been reflector a 
done on this concept, but the great 

amount of theoretical _investiga- Fig. 4—Liquid-Core Nuclear Engine Reactor 
tion of this concept being carried 

on indicates that it would be a Operating Characteristics of the vapor pressure has almost no effect 
useful system to develop. Liquid-Core Nuclear Engine upon specific impulse, but that 

Principle of Operation of Liquid- Performance. With the basic con- above “~ pen acne Vapor 
Core Nuclear Engine figuration of the liquid-core en- —— cetaceans ine ea 

: : j ‘ac ster x specific im- 
In the reactor of the liquid-core 8M Le. a single cell core and -, a ie ke aes oe ° ie 

nuclear engine, the reactor fuel is Uranium carbide fuel in the reac- — BUS? t has been noted that when 
“ gine, 7 : » enecific 4 se appears the fuel’s partial pressure becomes 

allowed to become molten. It is tor, the specific impulse appears to ae all fact f tha -e0re 
contained in a drum which is ro- be limited to about 1200 seconds, — ¢ven @ sma traction, of the core 

tated—Fig. 4—so that the cen- significantly higher than the spe- — Pressiire, thers i a zapid degp ” 
trifugal force exerted on the fuel cific impulse of the solid-core apeeinis sinpulse: The pressure 3s, 
causes it to form a layer dlong' the nuclear engine. Use of a multi- of course, directly proportional to 

surface of the drum, The propel- celled core and diluation of the the temperature in the core. When 

lant is forced through holes in the fuel with zirconium carbide, in the temperature passes the boiling 

drum and flows radially inward to 9Fder_to reduce vapor pressure, point, however, the specific im- 
the center of the drum then exists 2PPears to allow a specific impulse pulse again begins to climb with 
axially to the rear through a noz- of approximately 1500 seconds to increasing temperature. Much 

zle, Again, hydrogen propellant is be obtained. more data is needed in this area, 

employed in order to optimize Limitations. The chief problem however, before truly authoritative 

specific impulse. In most versions, in obtaining high specific impulse Conclusions may be drawn. 
several rotating fuel drums are em- in the liquid-core nuclear engine Another limitation is that of 
ployed, rather than a single rotat- is the vapor pressure in the core. _ thrust; the result of the theoretical 
ing drum, in order to improve Experimentation has shown that limitation on the flow rate of pro- 

performance. below a certain core temperature, pellant bubbles through the liquid 

nuclear LT %, 1 | 4 | 

chemic 77} it pif Hie, a1 V7} 100% / yy We 
fy 1 / ; Zi 

ff ' f t {/ 
Lif | if i V// i WI Yl | /) | i) | VL, 

Ef, i) ff 
ye | Y/ 4 “ff 

Saturn| Is stage up st; a 
current “"y rated rated I TN tr 

weight (10°) 1b p~— Of TT 

stage 1 thrust. (10.0,) | 7-50 OO 
|_Stage 2 thrust (10.0) | 1.0 1.0 1.5 

Fig, 3—Lunar Mission Capability 
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fuel (10® smaller than through — nuclear rocket budget. Despite this of the gaseous-core nuclear engine 
solid fuel). This would make the _ official lack of effort, the gaseous- is of relatively high pressure, thus 
use of the liquid core nuclear en- core nuclear engine does have dis- the nozzle accelerates it to high 
gine confined to regions of rela- tinct advantages and is the logical velocity, producing high thrust. It 
tively low gravitational force, step beyond the liquid-core nu- jg estimated that specific impulses 
where high levels of thrust are not clear engine. on the order of 2000 to 3000 sec- 

essential. Principle of Operation of Gaseous. Ms could be attained, along with 
Applications. With the expected armen i Engine a desireably high thrust/weight 

levels of specific impulse, it ap- . 2 ratio. Table I illustrates the per- 
pears that the liquid-core nuclear The gaseous-core engine, shown formance of a typical system. 
engine will find use in Earth- — in Fig. 5, features a nuclear cavity ee Wy 
orbital missions as a single-stage, with sloping sides. Two electrodes Limitations. The Gaseous-core 
reusable vehicle. Radioactive ex- ate present, the inner and the — concept suffers from many specific 
haust, the result of inevitable fuel Cuter, the latter being insulated — types of limitations, chief of which 
leakage, could again be a problem from the walls. The electrodes pro- are flow separation and tempera- 
in this area, though. Lunar and duce an electric field inside the ture levels. Accompanying and un- 
interplanetary missions hold pos- cavity as shown, while a solenoid derlying all of the limitations is 
sible opportunities for the liquid- provides an exactly opposed mag- __ the general problem of engineering 
core nuclear engine, but much netic field. The solenoid is com- complexity, since the fabrication of 
more work must be done on this bined with a reflector to form the the gaseous-core engine would be 
concept before specific levels of walls of the cavity. The hydrogen no small task in itself. 
performance can truly be deter- propellant flows through the outer The maintenance of a smooth 

mined. This, in turn, necessitates electrodes and uranium fuel radi- layer of plasma in the reactor 
confining possible applications to oe the font of baal oe cavity, with minimal mixing of the 

the purely speculative level. snergy is transterred to ene yero- reactor fuel and propellant, is both 
gen from the fissioning uranium, . ‘ 

The Gaseous-Core Nuclear Engine and some of the hydrogen is gradu- essential and difficult to ensure. 

Previously, the solid-core heat- ally dissociated, forming a plasma Should any turbulence occur in the 
exchanger rocket engine had been — with the uranium, The interaction flow, mixing of the fuel and hydro- 
considered. The next logical step of the magnetic and electric fields gen propellant would significantly 
beyond that concept was the — produces a tangential force (Lor- Increase, thus cousins fuel to be 
liquid-core nuclear engine, in entz force) on the plasma, causing lost with the escapms exhaust. 
which reactor core fuel was _ it to spin in the cavity and thus When it is considered that hydro- 
allowed to become molten, The — inducing the plasma to remain in en costs approximately $0.50 per 
culmination of this trend is, obvi- a layer around the walls. The pound and uranium $5000 per 
ously, the gascous-core nuclear hydrogen passes to the center of pound, the undesirability of fuel 
engine, Unlike the liquid-core en- the core and exits axially to the loss becomes readily apparent, 
gine, however, some work is pres- Tear through a thrust nozzle. Further, the loss | of fuel brings 

ently being done by the United . wo about the necessity of a larger 
States Government upon the gase- Operating Characteristics of the critical mass for the reactor. Since 
ous-core concept, but the amount Gaseous-Core Nuclear Engine it has been shown that operating 

of funds allocated for this project Performance. The hydrogen — Pressures within the cavity are 
is less than 1% of the total annual passing through the exhaust nozzle directly proportional to the critical 

mass, the operating pressure would 
a thus increase. The problem here is 

that even with minimal critical 
mass, the operating pressures re- 

magnetic tela | A electric quired (on the order of 500 psi) 
‘i / fiela |_He0 fold are already beyond the present 

z PF : state of the art in large pressure 

fuer NN shells, pumps, and other compo- 
~ \\ LI \ VN nents. Cooper estimates that a 

< y / j \ | separation ratio (ratio of propel- 
porous ~ | reflector lant to fuel in the exhaust) of at 
outer: “ / \ and least 1000 would be required for 
electrodes (~ \ \ w_Bolenoia an earth-orbital mission to provide 

‘<4 | \ reasonably economic transporta- 

tion. 

i dnner ade. < ! ‘ exhaust: nozzle Another problem, one which 
| OT plagued both the solid- and liquid- 

core nuclear engines, was that of 
temperature levels. The tempera- 

| ture levels in a high-performance 
cette: gaseous-core nuclear engine would 

Fig. 5—Gaseous-Core Nuclear Engine be high, as in the other concepts. 
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Applications. The very high 
levels of specific impulse and 

Reactor volume 10.7 m* thrust/weight ratio make the 

gaseous-core nuclear engine ideally 

Mass U** fuel 15 kg suitable for the long range inter- 
planetary missions of the future. 

Reactor total power — 1.21 x 10° kw As has been noted, though, con- 

siderable limitations have still to 

Reactor radius 1.0m be overcome, and Jerry Grey esti- 

mates that an operational gaseous- 

Radial electric current 348 amp core nuclear rocket could not be 

developed in less than 10 to 20 

Magnetic field 10* gauss years. Thus, there is no immediate 
prospect of any practical gascous- 

"Thrust 16.900 Ib core nuclear rocket engine, but 

, rather a working model should 

Average Hu/U 108 emerge at about the stage of space 

. . exploration when its potential per- 
particle ratio famines Swill bemneeded ormance will be needed. 

The Pulse Nuclear Engine 

(Souter: Br Aa Gress] The first three types of nuclear 
Table |. Specifications for and Performance of a Gaseous-Core Nuclear Engine. rocket engines considered were of 

| the same general type in that they 

The primary difficulty here, of large scale. Much more work needs featured a reactor acting as a heat 

course, is the protection of the to be done on this and other prob- exchanger through which propel- 

solid walls of the cavity, and this lems facing the gaseous-core con- lant flowed and was accelerated, 

is the task of the reflector, whose cept. thus producing thrust. The un- 

job it is to reflect heat radiated 
from the cavity back into the cen- 
ter of the core. Another heating 
problem is encountered here, in | 

the form of energy imparted to the | payload 

cavity walls by nuclear radiation, neh _. 

specifically in the form of neutrons rr a. CON a 

and gamma rays. The energy de- aa aaa yi ~*~ 

posited by nuclear radiation can OO Of we a 

amount to up to 10% of the total a Oe Ie wee 

fission energy produced. For a a oat A et we 

specified material, then, only ten va Ue ef 

times the amount of energy which Oe 4 seat 

can be safely absorbed by the ma- Mie i 

terial can be produced Fae core, ponblets 70 O O~ | ed 

thus limiting performance. A solu- oe oO t a 

tion to this problem is to increase go C “CI Lae 

the opacity of the hydrogen pro- ~ i | 

pellant to radiation. Within the pulse ~_ | | \ MS piston 

general operating temperature gelivery qT | | shock 

ranges, hydrogen is relatively system i lo absorbers 

transparent to radiation, but its i { 

opacity can be noticeably in- | ~T | | | 

creased by seeding the propellant | | by 

with various materials, specifically i 4 

carbon particles and _ refractory | | | 

metals. The carbon particles, how- iL ah 

ever, tend to react chemically with elastic wet pore iE a 

the hydrogen, and the refractory shock Hoe ppp? heavy 

metals are usable at higher tem- absorber a pusher 

peratures because of their higher ' plete 

boiling points. This solution, while 
feasible in principle, presents con- sete 

siderable difficulty in its engineer- ie —> 

ing aspects, particularly in achiev- Vv 

ing uniform dispersion of seeding 

particles in the propellant on a Fig. 6—Liquid Contained Nuclear Pulse Engine 
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contained-nuclear-pulse engine, ee a puny however, does not employ the propellant | 2. heat-exchanger concept in its tank Sh veat-exchanger concept in its 

operation and is a prinary type of pressurizer _ : . _ 
‘lear engine self, alterpator nuclear engine mi ; Serpe 7 | 

In principle, the pulse engine ° turbine ing pulse ; 00°F |] ne ; expels small bomblets through a _ le - hole ina large pusher platform to | Fa DPS o-——3 the rear of the vehicle. These pump ? 
* electrode bomblets, actually small atomic heat 

SOX s hehi » plate— ex- atest bombs, explode behind the plate reactor Shangé om ne a baa enue pump see Fig. 6. The bomb is surrounded / Int mA | 
by a propellant, and this propel- pump Mediahon| it radiator for Tae dia : é i (Gi: HII fl) cooling system ant impinges upon the plate and 1100°F NPeHIETHT 
pushes the vehicle forward. Some ! z 560° F 
sort. of cushioning mechanism is (neat) pump 
necessary between the pusher plat- 
form and the payload in order to 
keep g forces to an acceptable Se SS iO 3 5 : Fig. 7—Nuclear Electric Propulsion System level. For an average size vehicle, 
it has been estimated that a yield in electric propulsion; but since reactor systems are capable of 
per pulse would have to be on the nuclear power does offer peculiar much higher power levels. 
order of several tons of high ex- advantages in this field, a brief Propulsion systems. A typical 
plosive. Typically, the pulse repe- examination of the concept is in electric propulsion system is illus- tition rate would be on the order order, trated in Fig. 7. The reactor design of one pulse per second, and a specifies 600 thermal kilowatts and typical mission would require a . sodium-—potassi soolant with an ont 1000 pulses. A —_- Principle of (Operation for a oe ae The j les 1. Nuclear-Electric Propulsion exit temperature OL ts a tem has been designed which energy from the sodium—potassium could be placed in orbit by a con- Nuclear Power Supply. At pres- coolant is transferred to mercury ventional Saturn V rocket. The 33- ent, two types of nuclear electric vapor in the heat exchanger. The foot-diameter nuclear engine would power supplies are being con- mercury vapor then expands 
produce a specific impulse of be- sidered. The first approach uses through the turbine, providing 
tween 1800 seconds and 2500 sec- heat from the radioactive decay of power to the alternator and 
onds. radioisotopes to generate electricity sodium-potassium and mercury 

Mthough the pulse technique — by direct conversion, while the pumps. The alternator provides 
offers both high performance and second approach uses heat from power for the propulsion device, 
relative engineering simplicity, it compact reactors to drive turbines in this case, an are plasma engine. 
is at present a purely academic and thermoelectric converters, The are plasma engine utilizes the 
concept. Present political condi- which in turn produce electricity. electric power in heating the pro- 
tions, namely the existence of a The radioisotope systems are gen- pellant to an electrically neutral 
worldwide treaty prohibiting nu- erally designed for low power — plasma as it passes between two 
clear explosions cither within the — levels (about 60 kw), while the — electrodes. Thrust is then produced 
Earth's atmosphere or in outer i 
space renders the pulse nuclear 
engine unusable, Should political 
limitations ever be removed, how- thrustor gnerey ss . . —— — transfer ever, this concept offers a propul- A I by sion system for both lunar and | ~ electric interplanetary missions. | reactor ) || power “ 

o rr pee 
. . 3 \ generator Electric Propulsion 2 Le top temperature o —-+4L- ePaper eemnreyes| [os OP VERDE RA CUTE . 7 

limit f lids \ third general type of nuclear ; 8 mat For 80 . . ty re a re orl OSI energy propulsion is electric propulsion. ae | heat exchanger Ecatister Unlike the two types previously wd __ by discussed, this form of propulsion ae L _ i seis heat system must be considered in- a8 | transfer directly from the standpoint of nu- g Go — SS 
clear propulsion, in that nuclear “| ronda peer 
power is used only as the source of a 
power for a distinct type of pro- — propeliavt ) pulsion system. In fact, nuclear tanks power is only one of several 
alternatives for the source of power Fig. 8—Energy Transfer in an Electric System 
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by: expanding; the plasmaiithrough, ee | 
the exit nozzle. un 

A chief advantage of electric . . . 
propulsion is shown in Fig. 8. oe 
Since the reactor is used to trans- cee COM i | G 
fer energy by electric power alone, J 

temperature limits are not en- Scene 
countered. All energy exchange by me 
heat transfer occurs in the heat ex- © cccomes N EXT iSS U E 
changer and the propulsive device Es 

and in a temperature range well 
below solid limits. Thus, there is 
no temperature limitation to pro- 
duce a limitation on specific im- 
pulse. The arc plasma engine * SAE FALL RALLYE by Gary Suhm and 
operates with an optimum specific . 

impulse of about 1000 seconds, but Al Christenson 
the potential increase in perform- 
ance is apparent when it is con- 
sidered that the ion engine is easily 
capable of producing specific im- * THE OVERHEAD CAM by Lynn M. Stohigren 
pulses on the order of 5000 to 6000 
seconds, and the magneto-hydro- 
dynamic engine can produce a 
specific impulse of 25,000 seconds, * HIGHWAY AND AUTO SAFETY by 
or perhaps more. However, each 
of these types of electric propul- Bob Smith 
sion systems produces a very low 
thrust, (on the order of one 
pound), so electric propulsion we GENERAL MOTOR’S NEW DAIR—=DRIVER 
would characteristically be em- 
ployed for gradual acceleration AID INFORMATION AND ROUTING by 
over long periods of time and dis- 
tance. Gary Suhm 

Limitations. A crucial problem 
in the design of a nuclear electric 
propulsion system is that of de- * GO ’67 IN STYLE==THE NEW AUTOS 
signing the radiator. This is the 
case because at the contemplated 
temperatures of operation, the 
radiator would take up most of the 
surface area of the vehicle, When * WISCONSIN’S ALBUM—‘‘When better 

certain power levels are reached, engines are made, Wisconsin women will 
increased radiator size will dictate 
the use of deployable radiator make them’’=1921 
panels. One possible alternative to 
merely increasing radiator size is 
to raise the temperature of radia- 
tion, thus allowing more energy to * WISCONSIN’S FINEST™THE LATEST IN 
be radiated to space from the same GO-GO WITH UMMMMMM ... YEAH! 
size panel. This, however, intro- 

duces the old problem of material 
temperature limits. 

Applications. As would be ex- * FROM THE DEAN’S DESK==ASS’T. DEAN 
pected, the principal application of JOHN L. ASMUTH=The Upper Classman’s 
nuclear electric propulsion is in . 
long range missions of at least Problem Soiver 
interplanetary scope. Low thrust 
levels preclude the use of electric 
propulsion within strong gravita- 
tional fields, while their high spe- * AND LOTS MORE! 
cific impulse makes electric pro- 
pulsion ideal for long-duration 
flights. 
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“Miss Engineer” for this frosty month of November is her scrambling enthusiastically up onto Honest Abe's 
a sparky little lass, and that warm cheery smile which lap for a survey of Bascom Hill and a charming pose 
greets you from its lofty perch on Abe Lincoln’s knee on a rainy November day. And though her efforts won 
belongs to our girl of the month, who is none other the approval of our feature staff and a few curious 
than Miss Mary T. LaFollette, a member of Alpha Xi on-lookers, the iron-clad standards of Old Abe allowed 
Delta. Mary is a sophomore who is as yet undecided him to lend poor Mary nothing but a cold, cold shoul- 
on her major, but she did make it clear to the photog- der and a steel-eyed glare for all her alluring charm. 
rapher that it would not be engineering. That’s alright After such a confidence-shaking experience, a girl like 
fellas! We can’t limit ourselves to one field of interest— Mary is only temporarily discouraged, as she returns 
unless of course it might be the WISCONSIN ENGI- sympathetically to her campus tiger, who awaits her 
NEER’s girl of the month. Besides playing piano and _ soft caress with outstretched arms and a loving heart. 
being active in the Campus Crusade for Christ, Mary And perhaps that’s a tip to all you campus tiger 
enjoys outdoor activities—and consequently we found — engineers. 
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Worldwide, General Electric 
has approximately 20,000 patents in 

force. About 5,000 are chemical, 
e covering organic and inorganic fields from 

silicones to phosphors. In fact, in the U.S., 
Vv there are only four companies which 

have been granted more chemical 
e patents in the past two years than 

G.E. We have the basic patents 

in silicone rubbers, resins and 
fluids, inventions in ion exchange 

resins that revolutionized home 
water softening, basic patents 

in diamond manufacturing, 

PPO® polyphenyleneoxide, the first 

commercially available polyphenylene 

oxidatively-coupled polymer 

and many others. 

For additional facts on 
G.E.'s role in Chemistry, 

write to the 
Chemical & Metallurgical Division, 

General Electric Company, 
P.O. Box 220, Waterford, 

New York 12188 
° @REG. TM GENERAL ELECTRIC CO- 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 
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=——-~| FRAT NEWS 

CQ FORATERNITIES are nothing A service many of your parents — temporary subject—sometimes en- 
F but a group of guys inter: may have taken advantage of a gineering, but often just points of 

ested in drinking and rais- | few weeks ago—Parents day tours _ interest. 
ing hell.” How many times have of the Engineering Campus, Tri- 
you said or thought something angle conducted tours that Ga 
along these lines? Are fraternities included the nuclear reactor, oieee, 
just obnoxious noise in your mind? M&ME’s electron microscope, eect 
Have you looked into the profes- | ME’s heat power lab, EM’s struc- = 
sional fraternity? tural lab, and demonstrations by @ Rceec 

Wisconsin with its free social life the CE, Chem E and EE depart- Alpha Chi Sigma 

also supports many active profes- ments. Alpha Chi Sigma may be well 
sional fraternities, four of which Parties much? Much! Triangle known for its Chemistry, but it is 
are designed for engineers. These has ten parties this semester, also made of approximately 40% 

are not the same fraternities found and four beer suppers to keep engineers. Its membership, how- 
along Langdon Street. Each of engineers happy with more than ever, is restricted to Chemical and 

these groups has been formed for enough girls and good food. Home- Nuclear Engineers. Like the other 
the specific purpose of binding its  coming’s always a big event, and fraternities it has both beer sup- 

members together through a com- __ this year’s festivities were held at — Pers and parties, all the liquid de- 

mon linkage with their work and Quality Courts Motel for a dinner tails of which shouldn’t be too 

interests. The members not only and dance after the game. closely explored. It actively dis- 
get to drink and party, but also tributes safety pamphlets to the 

get to work together towards com- freshman Chemistry labs of many 
mon goals in related and often ‘ colleges. About 50,000 pamphlets 
over-lapping fields. A helving hand ge Ss) . have been distributed this | year 

can always be found from a NE rs alone. It also makes a practice of 

brother who has already gone pos ce | being available to the Boy Scout 
through the misery of a particu- <S \\ office for tutoring in the Boy Scout 

larly rough course or hard profes- Cg i |) Merit Badge in Chemistry. 

sor. Reference books (so necessary A — 4 
to us engineers who “look it up in CATS Vg KATA Theta Tau 

a handbook”) are almost always ae Last, but certainly not least, is 
found somewhere in the house. Kappa Eta Kappa Theta Tau. Theta Tau, just "ta 

Academics is always stressed very Ever been in a house wired for stalled in their house last year on 
rigorously throughout the profes- every kind of sound possible? | Monroe Street, leads a social life 

sional fraternity system. Kappa Eta Kappa, an all Electrical slightly less active than the other 

What have us engineers come — fengineering fraternity located on fraternities. They hold meetings 
up with here at Madison? These Orchard Street is like that. They once every two weeks, and are 

following professional fraternities not only have a complete internal comprised of engineers from all 

all operate: their own houses as wiring of speakers, switches, inter- fields. Their Madison chapter was 

separate living units. coms, etc., but also have their own founded in 1923 and has operated 
radio station licensed to put out without a house until this year. 
10,000 watts of power. With this Also like the other fraternities it 

ie WD they maintain contact with their | competes in the professional fra- 

G a) other three chapters around the _ ternities’ intramural athletic pro- 

ec nation. They are also quite active gram. ; 

NES socially with nine parties and five The professionals on a whole 
Sy beer suppers this semester, Their feel that they combine the best 

. Homecoming bash was held at the _ parts of a social fraternity’s merry- 
Triangle Holiday Inn West. making with the serious minded 

Triangle fraternity was founded Like all the other fraternities attitudes of the engineering  stu- 
in 1907 at the University of Illi- KHK has meetings every Monday dent interested in completing his 
nois. It moved to Wisconsin in night. They do, however, have oc- studies while learning as much as 
1913 and has operated here since casional program meetings during possible. They attempt to find a 
then, It now maintains a house on which they have a guest come to balance between strict academics 
Breese Terrace, and that ain’t all— the house and speak on some con- __ and strict socializing. 
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Handsomely. The rewards are impressive: recognition 

What’s “accomplibility”’ ? ... leadership ... reputation . .. challenge. 

It’s our special word for a_ technical And a well-satisfied “accomplibility.” 

man’s capacity for individual accomplish- Learn more about DuPont. Send this coupon 
ment, for getting things done— for a subscription to the Du Pont magazine. 

> PRSRERSRbe ooocncee earn mi 
; av seakethr chi I 1 well. It may be a breakthrough in | E. |. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 

fiber technology. a series of pro- | 3656 Nemours Building | D.' . . I 

fessional lectures, or the develop. | Wilmington, Delaware 19898 I 
” . ~ 7” . P | Please send me the Du Pont magazine. I 

ment of a new process machine. { i 
. BA I Name. | Asa technical man*, you | TT — 

. . ! + 

should be thinking about your = | “%s—————Meler__egree expected _ 
opportunities for achievement in @olhege 

1 

the field of vour choice. {My address } \ 
Du Pont offers a climate of | city-state zip code 

. . Ln memne nna Renee RET ora en eeu 
freedom and innovation, plus the 

means to accomplishment. You have at your *This year. our recruiters will be at 
disposal the equipment and materials you your school looking mainly for Ch.E., M.E., 
need for exploring ideas... proving out. LE., E.E., C.E., chemistry, physics and 
theories. You have specialists for informa- | mathematics graduates. Du Pont is an equal 
tion, trained technicians to assist you. opportunity employer. 

: Better Things for Better Living ... through Chemistry 
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An important addition to your technical library! 

E 

7 
A : 

5. A brand-new, 
C ‘3 : 

Hf complete guide 
fF bk to forging desi a: oa. o forging design 
x Vs Y ° ° 

| wy and specification 
P s al NN If you design, specify or buy forged parts, you 

yA 4 Qy ws need this new Forging Industry Handbook—the 

% Lv first such complete work in years. 
8} i Q Vv The following list of chapter headings indicates 

4, 4 the comprehensive manner in which this new vol- 

o is ume discusses modern forgings and forging tech- 

y nology: Introduction to Forgings/Advantages of 
0 PA Forgings/Applications of Forgings/Metallurgi- 

0 bi cal Characteristics of Forgings/Forging Proc- 

Oj esses and Methods/Forging Design Principles and 

ys iM Practices/Forging Materials/Heat Treatment of 
4 Forgings/Manufacture of Forgings/Forging Fa- 

Ea cilities/Controlled Quality Forging/Purchasing 
¥ of Forgings. 

is Whatever your interest in forgings may be, you 
. are bound to benefit from the data and other 
4% useful information contained in this handbook. 

Es Mail this coupon (along with your check or 

iy money order*) to the Forging Industry Associ- 

Pert ia % ation, 1121 Illuminating Building, 55 Public 
Y take 4 Square, Cleveland, Ohio 44113. 

tet A lod Sa ee Se Sa ee et cr Senne ee 
rh 4 Send check or money order to: 1 

<i % FORGING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION : : 
a 1121 Illuminating Building 
; 55 Public Square ™ 
‘ Cleveland, Ohio 44113 “ 

Bend me copies of the Forging Industry ; a 

Name 

Title. __ 

Company. si = 

Address_ pa 

City____— State. Zip Code____ 

*$15 per copy in USA and Canada. All others: $25 per copy. 
Plus 50¢ for postage and handling charges. 

Student Price $2.59 a 

(This advertisement on behalf of the Forging Industry is published by United States Steel, a supplier of quality forging steels.) 
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Jerry hadn’t been on a plane before so he had to check it out 
thoroughly . . . 
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We got out of the airport with our rented car, but we couldn't 
find Philadelphia .. . Cartoons by Inge 
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The plane ride home was the best part of the trip, 

2 ° a ling to most of the staff... To TA oe accord 
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The banquet was great... | ’ 
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Well, we had lots of fun, and were sorry to leave, but 

WL ‘4 —", there’s always next year!!! ! 
[510 \ / 

O/C Wa CY (P.S. The Wisconsin Engineer still has several staff 

i openings . . .) 

When it was time to go everybody wanted a ride to 
the airport, but no one could find it... 

Fn | 
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TU RN ON TOMORROW Feel like We offer the best combination of opportunity, responsibil- 

being one of the brains behind the coming gas turbine ity and individual treatment. International Harvester is a 
age... or developing a new aircraft alloy... or finding 2-billion-dollar-plus annual business. We are the world’s 

out how to feed 4 billion people? Try your genius at Inter- largest producer of heavy-duty trucks, a major producer of 
national Harvester, where computers and research are as farm and construction equipment, an important steel man- 

familiar as tractors and trucks. We are a company that ufacturer, too. POWER and the people who provide it are 

supplies mechanical power to a world that is increasing our lifeblood. We need engineers— especially mechanical, 
its population by more than 60 million a year. Our horizons industrial, agricultural, metallurgical, general and civil 

are unlimited. But our immediate job is to attract young engineers. We probably need you. 

people who can match their strides with today’s onrushing Interested? Contact your Placement Officer now for a date to see an IH 
‘ < . fe epresentative when he visits your campus. Or if interviews are not sched- 

technology. We have engineering openings in research and tied, wiite ‘directly to the Supervisor of College Relations, International 

development, design and testing, manufacturing and sales. Harvester Company, 401 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. 

International Harvester puts the future in your hands 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER bd 
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E = Instant auto stereo! Wy 
8 S WA 
x 

= Imagine having the beautiful sound of stereo right in your own 
& automobile. 

g Why not? You can. 

a Push, click, as quick as that, instant auto stereo. From Motorola 
x —you have exactly the music you want, exactly when you want 

2 it, at your fingertips. You can listen to a special concert, hear 

5 your favorite pop orchestra, ballad, bop, or a Mexican brass 
z band. One tape plays eight tracks of uninterrupted stereo- 
2 phonic music... up to 80 minutes of beautiful sound you’ve 
2 selected. 

e And down the road a bit— educational tapes, language study 
a tapes, and special tape entertainment prepared for the kids. 
= Salesmen or doctors can listen to new product information. 

2 Executives can keep current with the latest business reports. 
2 A whole new dimension in automotive sounds. 

° More so than ever before, the automobile is becoming 
equipped like your home. Motorola engineers have designed 
and built AM radio, FM radio, push-button radio, and Vibra- 

sonic radio. Now, a high-quality, hi-fi stereo tape player for the 
brilliance of three-dimensional sound, already offered by Ford 
Motor Company as optional factory or dealer installed 
equipment. 

Tape players, radio, stereo . . . or Apollo Space Shot, 2-way 
mobile radio, and integrated circuits—Motorola sophisticated 
engineering plays a role. 

From highway to home—lab to launch site—Motorola elec- 
tronics engineering brings exciting futures to your fingertips. 

TRUST THIS EMBLEM (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 
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@ at Dunham-Bush 

e 
You’re more than a Number (3373: 

That’s because there’s more to working at ation and heating. It’s an explosive business. 

Dunham-Bush than just work! The needs are endless—the opportunities un- 

We are a closely knit group that provides limited. 

plenty of opportunity for personal association So why not get the ball rolling by writing for 
both up and down the line. You get the excite- our brochure, ‘Careers at Dunham-Bush’’? 

ment and stimulation that comes from the After that we can arrange to talk together and 
crosspollination of ideas with other profession- at that time you will learn what we mean when 

als in an ever growing organization. we say, “At Dunham-Bush you're more than 

Plenty of the excitement stems from the kind a number.’’ Write Dunham-Bush, Inc., West 

of business we're in—air conditioning, refriger- Hartford, Connecticut. 

i742) DUNHAM-BUSH 
y 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF 
REFRIGERATION « AIR CONDITIONING « HEATING EQUIPMENT 
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Wisconsin’s 

a 

UFO? 
(useless flying object) ; 

by Abby Trueblood : 

April 1966 saw the University of Wisconsin looking anxiously 
towards Florida’s Cape Kennedy for the launch of the first 2 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO), which con- 
tained a Wisconsin instrument package. The subsequent fail- : 
ure of the satellite did not end the University’s participation 
in the NASA program, and plans remain to carry out the ‘ 
full OAO program. 

The University of Wisconsin’s participation in the federally 5 
supported NASA program is indicative of the increasing 
number of colleges and universities across the nation taking 
part in similar space oriented programs. 

The following article is about this first Orbiting Astro- 
nomical Observatory, and explains why scientists hope that 
there will be a more successful launch of this kind of 
satellite soon. Le



rz the light waves. This tends to make 

4 : a the stars appear fuzzy despite high 
[a powered telescopes. 

| By orbiting a satellite above the 
| atmosphere these difficulties in 

- — be | .. observations would be removed. 

. : a a Scientists would then be able to 
3 ~ — “17RB [ learn a great deal about the 

. 4 | 7 _ _ The University of Wisconsin en- 

oo Aa . —_— tered the federally supported OAO 
ee - ix / ve program in 1959 in conjunction 

os Cae | nme | - with the National Aeronautics and 
] ; a - | : Space Administration. However, 
a \ | planning for the satellite began in 

| | the summer of 1958. Arthur D. 

1 \ : | ’ — Code, who is the director of Wis- 
4 h Se p : consin’s Washburn Observatory, 

4 a i | guided the entire development of 
- Se . | \ _ _ 7 a the University’s experimental pack- 

a en __. age for the OAO 1. 
: se oe « &. , Professor Code was aided in the 

be rr completion of this package by 
: a r oe | | numerous undergraduates. Many 

_ a. .rt—~—~—™ a of these student assistants were 

- _ ee - these students connected with the 
Fig. 1—Model of OAO 1, Constructed at the University of Wisconsin. satellite chose to go into space 

oriented programs upon their 

graduation from the University. 

ARLY IN THE spring of 1966 which includes another satellite The same Washburn team that 
E the heaviest and most complex with a Wisconsin instrument pack- did the work for this experiment 

unmanned satellite ever age. has een instrumental i the past 

planned by the United States was “he catellite fire , in the design and development a 
ready to be shot into space by Oabitien Aatonecical baer specialized fotteal a eloctrbale 

an Atlas Agena rocket. Within tories (OAO), would have been devices for high altitude viewings. 
ten days several launches had been the Ast iit & SEHSS-OE ASEROHOHIIAl 
scheduled and attempted without research stations placed high THE SPACECRAFT 

suecess. Finally, on April 8, 1966 shove the earth’s atmosphere. As a The spacecraft has two wing-like 

‘ ene af ule aia er oe hang part of a program undertaken by paddles on either side which are 
achieved to the delight of all con- the National Aeronautics and ade f solar sells. These cells 
cerned with the project. However, Be ae TAG . mace up OF solar cells. Phese ¢ 

thin, three days the satellite had Space Administration (NASA), the are designed to power a_trans- 
wil mnt wee cays the sate tte Nae OAO 1 would have been the first mitter and a magnetic core 
gone silent and the experiment had satellite to study the stars. 
to be ruled a failure. 

ae fs oe The idea to orbit an astronomi- 
. This failure £0 transmit informa- cal station above the earth’s atmos-  —_ z= Jos Pare 

cane has remained, @ mystery bo phere results from the fact that 
SCICHEISES and, of course, it isa Dit- Tian has been hindered in his () 
ter dissppomtment to those who observations of the stars from the (‘) = 
had worked with the satellite. ground. Up to ninety percent of 0 y bp 

This first OAO. satellite is of the ultra-violet light emitted by ) 7 iS /6 
particular importance to. scientists the sun is absorbed before it ‘ IGS § 
and students at Wisconsin's Wash- reaches the ground. For this rea- B SS . ly ¥) 
burn Observatory. It represented son only the brightest stars can be LAS 
the end of over cight years of re- seen to an observer on the ground. ‘) nw WZ 
search and design of Wisconsin’s This has prevented astronomers aS : 
instrument: package. from making accurate conclusions hy § 

However, the failure of this ex- about much of the galaxies, monsin "xDerime, 8 periment does not lessen its) im- Even the observations that can "Package 
portance. Plans remain to carry be made from earth are not clear . | 
out the rest of the OAO program, — because the atmosphere refracts ri: EW Bullt Insuument Faskans 
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Fig. 3—NASA data for OAO Program 

memory. An instrument at one end plied gamma ray detectors. Lock- measure the radiations of several 

of the observatory is to receive heed donated an X-ray telescope, hundred stars and nebulae at 

signals from earth. All three would be studying radia- = wavelengths between 800 and 

The University of Wisconsin in- tions with wave lengths shorter — 4,200 angstroms, or from the ultra- 

strument package occupies the _ than the ultra-violet. violet to the blue ranges of the 

front half of the OAO. Packages The plan was that once in orbit spectrum. 

from Goddard Space Center, Lock- the lens cover would open at one The instrument package is a 

heed Aircraft and the Massachu- end and expose the telescopes. The forty inch cylinder, five feet long, 

setts Institute of Technology make telescopes were to relay informa- black with ridges. It was once de- 

up the rear. tion to the magnetic core memory. scribed by associate professor 

Originally the rear of the satel- The information from the — Robert C. Bless of Washburn as 

lite was to house a package from memory was to be transmitted, in looking very similar to a big gar- ve 1 d, g very ae 
the Smithsonian Institute but it the form of numbers, to receiving — bage can. 

was unable to be completed in stations on earth. These receiving Besides the photo-electric pho- 

time for the orbit. At that point — stations are located in Rosman, tometers and their electronic cir- 
Wisconsin’s package was joined by North Carolina, Quito, Ecuador, cuitry there is a sixteen inch re- 

the other three to make up the and Santiago, Chile. flecting telescope, four reflectors, 

total instrument package aboard WISCONSIN'S INSTRUMENT each with an eight inch aperture, 

the OAO 1. PACKAGE and two scanning spectrometers 

The University package consists qc with six by eight inch gratings. 

of seven telescopes and light The University of Wisconsin Operation of the telescopes is 

measuring photometers. They are package was supplied by Wash- controlled by an electronic pack- 

built to record emissions from burn Observatory under the di- age of 500 low digital logic cle- 

young stars and interstellar clouds. rection of Arthur D, Code. The ments with an average power drain 

Both Goddard and MIT have sup- object of the experiment was to — of 9.5 watts. 
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Continued expansion 

of our military and commercial business 
provides opening 

hnical tal for virtually every technical talent. 
nny LM TT 

@ > j 

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions > PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL POPULATION VS YEARS 
of your life, we suggest you consider career oppor- eee pe (eel | : | | | | | 
tunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone Be ; |) 1 | prosecreo crowns eo 
else, we offer all of the usual ‘‘fringe’ benefits, in- 2 ; 
cluding our Corporation-financed Graduate Education a : 
Program. But, far more important to you and your fu- Z 
ture, is the wide-open opportunity for professional z 

growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record & 

of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace So. RECOND OF ETARILEW. 
<z 

technology. 3 : (No i en Potties 
i ms for ve Jost juarter 

cy And make no mistake about it. . . you'll get a solid 5 : ace 
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our mh 
nation’s economic growth and to its national defense : 

as well. : i 

| 1938 1942 1946 195019541958 19621966 
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHAN- 

ICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures <>», Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at 
oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI- | Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers offer 

GAL, ETNEERING «: ENGINEEEIG BECHANICS, SMP i cou geno alee a ang a 1 a 1 a 
Aidlecwen tee CERAMICS, PHYSICS and the major reason for the Company’s continued success. 

For further information concerning a career with Pratt 

& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PROPULSION— 
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS 
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, 
Connecticut 06108. SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. 

fp, kS NOX 

Cans 

, U Pratt & Whitney Aircraft omen or ures Seearr con 
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Fig. 4—Instruments of OAO with Shroud Removed 

Nebulae would be observed by the Cook Electric Company in earth. The first month of orbit was 
the sixteen inch, seventy-four Morton Grove, Ilinois. Upon their to be used to put the spacecraft 
pound telescope, which also con- completion, each telescope was sent through a series of maneuvers. 
tains a photo-electric photometer. to Washburn, where it was care- The computer programs neces- 
The viewing arcs and the passage fully tested and calibrated. They sary to operate the satellite are as 
of the readings through the four were then shipped out for final large as those of the entire North 

filters are controllable from the assembly and then on to Cape Ken- America Air Defense Command 
ground, nedy to await lift-off. and four times as large as those 

The four eight inch telescopes of the Gemini missions. After the 
are designed to study the. stars. ATTEMPTED LAUNCH blastoff the men who worked on 
Each of these four telescopes The final attempt to launch the the project met at Goddard Space 
weighs twenty-eight pounds and first Orbiting Astronomical Observ- Flight Center in Greenbelt, Mary- 
has a field of two or ten minutes of atory was made on April 8, 1966. land to take turns working on the 
are, The spacecraft was shot 500 miles data as it came in from the satel- 

The two scanning spectrometers into space by an Atlas Agena lite. 
are alike except that one covers rocket. Once launched it assumed The expected results probably 
1000 to 2000 angstroms and the a standard orbit, slanting along an would have brought a number of 
other covers 2000 to 4000 ang- equatorial range similar to that of surprises to the attention of scien- 
stroms. During the operation of the Gemini flights. Despite its suc- tists. It was hoped that the satellite 
these spectrometers a drive motor cessful launching, the OAO 1 failed would be useful in obtaining infor- 
tilts the grating to scan the desired after three days. Within seventy- mation necessary to use in mathe- 
spectral range in 100 steps. The op- two hours the first satellite to study matical models of the universe and 
erator can reduce the number of the stars had sputtered its last mes- in formulating theories about the 
steps or he can stop the drive — sage and had become silent. properties of interstellar particles 
motor and take repeated measure- The OAO was to have remained and formation of the stars. 

ments ata certain wavelength. in orbit for one year and, after the It was also an engineering test 
The University of Wisconsin tele- first month, was to relay a fantastic to learn how to operate a space 

scopes were made on contract by — amount of information back to laboratory from the ground. Unfor- 
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tunately the satellite went silent 
before scientists and engineers %* The Student Committee for Public Relations is asking engineer- 
could really benefit from the ex- ing students to join its efforts to familiarize high school students, 
periment. However, by the contin- transfer students and high school guidance counselors with engi- 
uing the OAO program these peo- neering and the University of Wisconsin College of Engineering. 
ple will again have an opportunity Among the activities planned by the Student Commitee for the 
to benefit from this kind of experi- coming year are 

ment. 1) Visits to local high schools to present facts about engineering 
2) Invitations to high schools to visit the engineering campus 

FUTURE OAO'S 3) Cooperation with the Engineering Exposition Commitee on 

Future Orbiting Astronomical plans for High School Day 
Observatories ae expected to be 4) ty alone to potential i aiies, skadlens o sn ee them 
launched every nine months to a with the campus and to help them to understand and meet 

year. This would put the launching the problems they will face when they transfer. 

of OAO into 1967. The program All students are cordially invited to attend the next meeting. 
now calls for three more satellites 
of a similar nature as OAO 1. 
OAO 2 is to carry a thirty-six 

inch telescope from the Goddard ee as i : 
Space Flight Center. OAO 3 will oR Ee ig a Ae eg oe 
carry a University of Wisconsin in- See ek — | See : 
strument package again. OAO 3 2 Ete oo | ae eee 
will also carry the Smithsonian pata a oa oo ; ae es 
package that was originally to go rg eo is [oe : oe a 
with Wisconsin’s on OAO 1. OAO 4 es ‘ oe : é 
will carry a large telescope devel- fae ‘ Puce 
oped at Princeton University. : a ’ : a : ! oe 

The Orbiting Astronomical Ob- § Peek : - | 4 
servatory program is one of three wo ie F . a 4. 4 
large satellite programs currently - — ae i: ; —— ee | ‘ 
being undertaken by NASA. The on a ; : a 27a. . a 
others are the Orbiting Geophysi- ; . eae ven : aS 
cal Observatory (OGO), and the - —':- | ae 
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observa- . - [ | 4 i oe 
tory (AOSO). The first will be an . : = x : c ee 4 
all-purpose satellite to test a cross- : a / ee ; ail a. 
section of solar, magnetic, radia- i ty ¢ — : i . 4 fe ss 
tion, and atmospheric phenomena. . Ee ' . = ‘ al 
The final project, AOSO, will study wn 5 ae FE @ =m akhmhmhlhlU 
the sun. a _ v5 wn pf - 

Disappointment over the failure on io. i yee ee. >. 4 | = 
of the first OAO to operate as ex- 2 MI Ee TS ee egy 
pected is mingled with hope that cco e se sod is 4 os : 
NASA will go through with the : Po it aE SI ii 8 
entire program. Speculation that ra pee Whe] 1, 3 |. 
the proposed 1967 launch of OAO 2 we CC Le ; > he i; 4. 

will be cancelled has the scientists or Po : Hide | i @ 
working on the project alarmed, ease PO Hite @) i 
but there has been no official word . BE 4 Udi iia. 
that this will be the case. , oe py AAR a i 8 ; 

The second Wisconsin instrument . eo ‘ i ey Ae 1. 
package, slated for OAO 3, will 3 7 e . ae 1 ’ : i 3 
probably only have one telescope. . ee \ I big 1 
It will be larger than any of the nity Sf tt oil eee 
ones on this satellite and will have S| = 1 
a mirror that will be a yard wide. ‘ ee ‘ 

If the OAO 2 is successfully om Et a | . 
orbited then all the disappointment : : peo ot oe 
over the failure of the first such att : gn : 

satellite can be erased. The second : eee ‘ #8 i : 
OAO would then become the “first” 7 : fae 7 _ = 2 
satellite to study the stars, and the “ Pes : ' a 4 i < g 

dream of astronomers to look at ; Ee ; Nee oy 
the stars clearly will have been bag. a : le Cs 

accomplished at last. END Fig. 6—Experiment Arrangement for Spacecraft No. 1 
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The Rain in Maine is Plainly 

SNR _ t/T T A-1 D= _ SYS = SYS, — 1 

x A;1 SNR, t,/Tsys. “Tsys ; 

Attention to detail is an old and in this case we found ours in In space, on land or beneath the sea 

Bell System habit. Or maybe you call Cassiopeia A, a strong and stable —wherever we operate—we go into 

it thoroughness. Or follow-through. radio star that is always visible from things thoroughly. 

trandedt int ti Andover. We measured the noise S ti k h t 

Anyway, sea FC ohicalt ng power from Cassiopeia A during dry wy cone a sat rye When, Hot 
detail recent y- epee of rain periods, and then measured the come in out of the rain. 

on ne eee satellite and our reduction during rainy periods. The * * * 

ceonoer ground station antenna result could be expressed as a You may well find a rewarding career 

oF Andover. Maine formula and employed accurately in —_ in the Bell System, where people 
’ . designing future ground stations. find solutions to unusual problems. 

ue could oad ea "e fain s ; The initial successofour Telstar® Bell System Companies are equal 

ee ect, aig cou a eee © desis satellites proved the feasibility opportunity employers. Arrange 
of satelli € ground sta ions. of communicating via space. for an on-campus interview 

The question was how. through your Placement Office, or talk 

But it also opened the door—or the to a local Bell System Company. 

Well, you ot ae to e en a heavens —to a whole new technology 
laboratory tools where you fin em, which we are now busily 

exploring in every detail. 

ATs T Bell System 

*The definitions and derivation, plus further information on satellite & Aa ene aeeeen 

transmission degradation due to rainfall, may be found in the 

Bell System Technical Journal, Vol XLIV, No. 7, Sept., 1965, p. 1528, 

which is available in most scientific and engineering libraries, 
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Fifty years ago we only made ‘aeroplanes’ yy y . 
9 ° 

(See what’s happening now!) 

Ag 

ni ee 
aie Fae i ll * 

a New Boeing 747 
ices 
nee 
boi 
= 
A 

he) 

ii A ao 
fe a | ——__* — 

fp 4 ; —_:, Boeing-Vertol Helicopter 
Eo = ; | o 

[ A USAF Minueman IT | ud 

|] Boeing Supersonic © NASA Lunar Orbiter Jai i \ a 
Transport design sare ao .. 

' esi yx Ad KY USN Hydrofoil Patrol Craft . 

el oe SO Om e, 

Boeing 727 Trijet Si 
1 i 

Boeing 737 Twinjet 

a NASA Saturn V 

In 1916 The Boeing Company’s career _ aerospace technology. Or you might want helping to create something unique— 
was launched on the wings of a small sea- to get in on the ground floor ofa pioneer- __ while building a solid career. See your 
plane. Its top speed was 75 mph. ing new project. college placement office or write directly 

Now, half a century later, we can help You'll work in small groups where ini- to: Mr. T. J. Johnston, The Boeing Com- 
you launch your career in the dynamicen-  tiative and ability get maximum exposure. _ pany, P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, Wash. 98124. 
vironment of jet airplanes, spacecraft, mis- And if you desire an advanced degree and _ Boeing is an equal opportunity employer. 
siles, rockets, helicopters, oreven seacraft. qualify, Boeing will help you financially 

Pick your spot in applied research, de- _ with its Graduate Study Program at lead- 
sign, test, manufacturing, service or facil- ing universities and colleges near com- . SPOVEMNM hr / 
ities engineering, or computer technology. _ pany facilities. Divisions; Commerclal trplane i saleslle: & 
You can become part of a Boeing pro- Often it will be sheer hard work. But we — Transport « Vertol « Wichita « Also: Boelus 
gram-in-being, at the leading edge of think you’ll want it that way when you’re — Scientific Research Laboratories 
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By DOUG PANEITZ 

HE STARTING flag has I. METHODS FOR ACHIEVING VTOL (3) Turbojets with the jet stream 
"T cropped and the race is on Guexene ceceaxoh has J deflected downward to pro- 

—a race to achieve total mo- PUREED RSG aren DBs SiON vide vertical lift (Lift-jet). 
bility in military and commercial that vertical-take-off-and-landing y y " “ sé 1 7 : 
aircraft. Research in the past ten (VT OL) aircraft are possible. To The method of lift to be used on 
to twelve years has shown that the achieve VTOL an aircraft must: a particular aircraft design can be 

concept “of vertical-take-off-and- (1) Generate enough vertical determined by the performance re- 
landing (VTOL) is indeed feasible. thrust to lift the aircraft. quired of the aircraft. For example, 

The purpose of this report is to (2) Rotate the thrust from verti- on a transport plane the Tilt-wing 
describe some of the methods pro- cal for take off to horizontal or Tilt-prop appears to be the most 
posed to achieve VTOL and the for normal flight. practical method; whereas, the Lift- 
most successful VTOL aircraft (3) Maintain stability of the fan or Lift-jet would probably be 
tested in recent years. Some of the aircraft during the transition used on a fighter or reconnaissance 

problems and perspectives of this from vertical to normal flight. _ plane. 

qos there ane many ways to Some of the most promising . Tilt-wing and Tilt-prop 
achieve VTOL, only those possess- methods which are currently being The most technologically ad- 
ing definite application and being studied to achieve VTOL are: vanced VTOL aircraft at the pres- 

actively tested at this time are in- (1) Rotating the airscrews 90° ent time use the Tilt-wing design. 
cluded in this survey. Helicopters, (Tilt-wing or Tilt-prop). On these tircraft the engmes are 
convertiplanes, and _tail-sitters are (2) Lift producing fans (Lift. — Tigidly attached to the wings and 
not considered. fan). the entire wing rotates through ap- 

proximately 90°. The wings are 
tilted up to provide VTOL and are 
gradually returned to the normal 

noes position after take-off for forward 
ae flight. 

tee 4 A high payload capability and 
limited speed make this configura- 

a tion a natural for transport aircraft. 
- aN ~ The a eae ee 

- i currently testing the XC-142A, the 
4 pa" world’s Tapes! “VTOL. which has 

sinc trans-oceanic range. It is powered 
by four GE turboshaft engines 

i oN : : ' ne which are cross-shafted into the 
a lO a transmission so that the airplane is 
os Py, S able to maintain hovering flight on 

_ i. . (2 a | any two engines. This airplane 
.  --< uci! ae —  . made its first full cycle transition 

ae S.—lhlUlUlUmUw™~«~<“‘t*w*~S*~*s:*:*SCSC*C~C~C~*~*~*C~C~C~*CO of rotating the entire wing, these 
a es eh. a: ee aad aircraft have swivelling propeller 

So Se : i shafts. The wing and the engines 
2 eee So : remain fixed in the normal position 

Fig. 1—VTOL at all times. For vertical take-off 
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~ to the rear for forward flight. In 
om, forward flight the Avrocar’s body 

zzz develops lift from the same way as 
J an airfoil. The first partial transi- 

a PEO ON ; tion of this aircraft was accom- 

Sf \\ / / \\ plished in 1961, however, technical 
vu on? \ difficulties prevented its further 

\\ Ogee Tey aS | development. 

LEvedd ss / “> SS. gg 
Sas rat \ Lift-jet 

5 % | The Lift-fan augments the in- 
4 oS : ! stalled power to achieve VTOL and 

: ‘ another method for doing this is 
HAL 60 4 af the lift-jet. To achieve VTOL this 

2 a type of aircraft diverts the exhaust 
Fig. 2—Bell X-22 from the turbojet engines into 

ducts along the top of the fuselage 
from which it is discharged down- 
ward through multiple nozzles. 

Doors along the top and bottom of 

the propellers are rotated up ap- described for the Tilt-prop. How- _ the fuselage are opened to expose 
proximately 90° from normal to ever, it is claimed that the shrouded ejector mixing chambers wherein 
provide vertical thrust. After take-  airscrews provide up to fifty per- the primary nozzle thrust is aug- 
off they are gradually rotated back — cent more thrust than unshrouded mented by inducing a secondary 
to the normal position for conven- airscrews. It should also be noted flow. To change to normal flight 
tional flight. that the shrouds cause more drag after lift-off the doors are closed 

The Bell Aerosystems Corpora- than conventional wings. and the jet exhaust is directed out 
tion has designed an_ interesting Probably the most intriguing the tailpipes in the coventional 
variation to the Tilt-prop for their | VTOL aircraft ever conceived is manner. 
X-22A, shown in Fig. 2. They have Avro’s Lift-fan Avrocar. This disc- Control during vertical and hov- 
placed the airscrews in shrouds — shaped machine uses three turbo- ering flight is provided by four re- 
which function to some degree as jet engines to drive a centrally action jets: roll-control nozzles in 
airfoils. The basic operation of this located fan which provides verti- the wingtips, pitch-control nozzles 
aircraft is the same as previously cal thrust. The jet is deflected at each end of the fuselage, and 

OBSERVERS Cad 0S INTAKE TURBOKOTOR ASSEMELY REAR CARGO 
TRUNK 

Joona " - 
song Ga Kae LCi, 

EX, STS, 
{>> /} a TT! \ fF REELS > 

LL BERNA NO POEL 
J SLGiF cee RSS Sa 
fics ma oy it Le]. |) 

, i SOh g Ed Y, UZ : 

(NOE a CF OND) 
; aS aL SA) SS 
ST OTS Gee 

oor 
PUBL TAN OPTRATOR’S CAB 

Fig. 3—Fan Lift Avrocar 
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yaw-control by rotating the pitch hover and transition phases of cal sources. Limited experience 
control nozzles. VTOL. Having to overcome the in- with these aircraft also adds to the 

This type of aircraft has the ad- ertia of the aircraft in pitch and problems and cost of their mainte- 
vantage of simplicity of design. It roll makes it difficult to stay within nance. 

could be designed to operate with the flight pattem when an es a Some VTOL will undoubtedly be 

one engine, and it uses less extra et opr oeat vee ent required on occasion to operate 
fuel for vertical flight than the wealner, tisia S02 ou ie aa ee from unprepared surfaces. In these 
other designs. that the aircraft is free from drift areas the d h required for 

at touchdown. Two minutes of  4#eas_ the downwash required for 
hover time would be ample for one Lens ue create ne aaa 
ake- a a ing. rey 7 reinges Ing air contaminated with 

Il, PROBLEMS OF VTOL DESIGNS ee rea ue ae CHO cea particles and exhaust products. One 

Seven years have passed since this would be an unreasonable fuel solution may be to put their air 

the first tilt-wing aircraft was flown. — "eduirement. intakes on top of the aircraft. An- 
The first successful lift-jet flight oc- With current instrument ap- = eee 2 the en Pat = 
curred eleven years ago. To date proach systems an additional three tration teconiques ane other oe 

no VTOL aircraft has become op- to five minutes are required for an V1°°S to protect the engine inlets. 
erational. There are still many instrument, as opposed to visual, VTOL aircraft are subjected to 
problems in existing aircraft of this landing. This time would be at some unusual vibratory loads dur- 

type which must be overcome be- slow speeds that would impose se- ing vertical flight and transition. 
fore the advantages of VTOL can vere fuel consumption penalties on These include sonic loads from jet 
be fully utilized. What are some of VTOL aircraft. Research is cur- efflux and harmonic airloads. Pres- 

these problems. and what is being rently being done to develop an ent knowledge of these undesirable 
done to solve them? instrument that would enable the phenomena is very limited, and ef- 

pilot to land essentially the same forts to understand their basic 
Weight as he would be able to cunder mechanism are currently in prog- 

The fact thaé VOL aireraft = SencHtigns, Dy Bmnjestine ress. The ability to control these 

weigh considerably more than con- eta . ie ainplane. vibrations should soon be obtained 

ventional aircraft with the same reducing maintenance problems. 

payload and range is the most com- 
monly cited problem. This extra 
weight is due to the larger engines | ERRWayeresenecta Ill. POTENTIAL OF VTOL : 
and greater fuel required for verti- = Horizon line . . 

cal flight. aera pre The future of VTOL aircraft 

In an effort to reduce the excess Sk, z Law conunues fo look aninamnoly: (ib 
weight, aircraft manufacturers are y = NY sing: Both military and ean 
developing new engines with 4 CS WN \ ial) users wows © the acvan- 
higher horsepower-to-weight ratios. el tages of the helicopter and conven- 

They have also designed propellers ©00 @Bo tional aircraft in a single plane. If 

in which fiber-glass and polyure- , 9290 the costs involved can be made rea- 
thane foam has replaced part of Ooo sonable and the technical problems 

the steel in the structure. In the ‘j solved such aircraft will undoubt- 

basic airframe, aluminum-balse- edly find a place in modern avia- 

wood sandwich panels used in the Fig. 4—Landing Aids tion. 

side walls of the fuselage and sev- 
eral other improvements have Military Potential 
helped reduce the overall weight. The development of more eco- jiven though ip milttery VTOL 

Another way to increase the pay- _ nomical engines and improved in- aircraft is operational to date, mili- 
load of VTOL aircraft is to reduce strumentation should solve most of tary planners are very favorably 

the required hover and vertical these problems. There is no reason _ impressed by these aircraft and are 
flight time. This could be done by to doubt that closed-loop control giving them serious consideration 
designing the aircraft to land con- systems will be developed in the as possible replacements for pres- 
ventionally whenever possible and near future which will enable — ent systems, The Army would like 

using VTOL only when required VTOL aircraft to make drift free = YTOLs to replace the UH-1 weap- 
for a specific purpose. All of the landings and take-offs in most gpg helicopter for advanced acrial 
aircraft previously described have weather conditions as rapidly and support and to be used as tactical 
a ability. a Spent sdeey safely as conventional aircraft. transports. 
the amount of fuel necessary anc 1 

increases the range of the aircraft. Maintenance The prospect of VTOL has long 
been of particular interest to the 

" . . Problems of maintenance of Navy for aircraft based on aircraft 

Handling :and Required: Mover Times VTOL aircraft arise from the envi- aes, VTOL would also increase 

Pilot response time becomes a ronmental conditions under which the Navy’s effectiveness in antisub- 
very important factor during the they operate and from technologi- marine warfare. 
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Fig, 6—Maintenance Costs of VTOL Compared to Conventional 

In order to provide the schedule — operation in bad weather. Their tional instrument flight patterns. 
reliability essential for passenger time-saving advantage of close in One solution to this problem may 
service VTOLs would have to have _ bases would be lost if the VTOLs be to operate completely separate 
the instrumentation necessary for had to rely on congested conven- from conventional traffic by flying 

at low altitudes and using sepa- 
rate improved navigation systems. 

Landing areas for VTOLs would 

Seg gee TTS be extremely small by conventional 
hp og standards. Two or three acres 

Semen A ‘Conventional trate would be sufficient in many cases. 
ae # : They could be located in the heart 

. ; : of the city and possibly even on 
+ _ ff V/STOL trattic the tops of tall buildings. 

ey : A Z 
pe - 4 = i Pr: a CONCLUSION 

Rene H. Miller, Slater Professor 

of Flight Transportation at MIT, 

memes i predicted the future of VTOL air- 
(Holding stack : craft very appropriately when he 

Moot wrote: 

5 = V/STOR appreach S ful solution of the ngi SS Successful solutior se engi- 
etal Boe Cr neering problems will almost cer- 
AES Esa BE,’ vFr | | ire tainly usher in an age of consid LY ainly usher in an age of consid- 
"EBS AEH cs erably increased mobility that 

| Samy could have as profound an effect 

sop ay on military tactics and commer- 
cial transportation as the intro- 

duction of the aircraft produced 
Fig. 7—Traffic Patterns of UTOL some fifty years ago. 
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r.9 oyege > . 
We've got the best facilities, the finest benefits, and blah, blah, 

Sure, you’ve heard it before — probably from so many to handle a job, you’re the kind of man Collins would 

companies it’s lost its meaning for you. like to talk with. 

So we'll skip the story about our having the best, We suggest you see your college placement offi- 

or the most, or the finest of anything. Even if we cer for details. If he happens to be out of Collins 

think privately that it’s true, it still remains for you Career books, write to Manager of Professional 

to be convinced. Employment, Collins Radio Company, in Cedar 
We do have a booklet about our facilities, the work Rapids, Iowa; Dallas, Texas, or Newport Beach, 

we do, the places where we work, the cities and California. 

towns we live in. Then, contact the Collins representative when he 

And if you've got the maturity to know that a visits the campus. You'll get straight talk about 

man gets ahead on his own demonstrated ability careers at Collins. 

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL 

(-"~N 
COLLINS 

ZF 

An equal opportunity employer 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS * CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA * NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA * TORONTO, ONTARIO 

Bangkok + Beirut + Frankfurt + Hong Kong * Kuala Lumpur * Los Angeles * London * Melbourne * Mexico City * New York » Paris * Rome * Washington + Wellington 
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Students kindled a lively interest in labo- 
7 ' . ratory demonstrations when a gas analy- 

: EEE rN C 4 . : sis test being conducted in the ME-170 
3 i cf. 1 e “ / ee laboratory was brought to a fiery and 

on — ee a wd unexpected conclusion last month. Stu- 
ia re ti , dents attending classes in the Mechani- 
at oN P nach ae 8 cal Engineering building at 2:30 P.M. 

all ©) re ) se ig on the afternoon of October 17 were 
: a | fe =: A evacuated from the premises when a 

eee | ; pals L fire alarm was activated at the scene 
~~ se ay 3 as of the experiment in a second floor labo- 

cus 4 e fer? s ne” few ratory. The incident was provoked when 
wee | ewe Ps i aes pressure contained in a propane tank 

| a 3 “a 7 ~ employed in the experimental measure- 
| ee. ic a ment of fluid gas compression forced a 

ae a a ——s 4 Pokal gas line from a lighted bunsen bumer, 
= a oe Ce a 4 spraying flaming propane in all direc- 

Py oe Wim Se oF ae tions, scorching plaster and_ spreading 
‘ . 3 oe twee ce _ fire to nearby books and clothing. Two 

a 7 r ee ol : alert students from the Plasma Dynamics 
: ee — « So OP Po ioe Laboratory rushed fire extinguishers to ee — Re leet of: = Hq the scene of the accident and succeeded a _— st ne | ‘ ee he ‘ Sees. — ~*~” | in bringing the fire under control before ee PS eZ a ll o : e : - Ce on chan - <i ees the arrival of the Madison fire depart- 

i 4 | es~ Le — ment. The students, Mr. Warren Hingst 
J os ee : oF and Mr. Fred Ahrens were responsible : aS an Fa ‘ I * ee ei for containing what might have been a 

~ oe : : < costly accident, though two students, 
. +. oF _~ John Reynolds and Bob Drayer received 

eee: ’ | a damage to personal property as a result , 2 on ! ca <a : -  - és of the incident. 
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: — At 7:15 on the evening of October the twenty-ninth, the ASME 
_. | 3 J gave the Thermoscience lab in the Mechanical Engineering 

aa 4 . << Building a temporary but very interesting new appearance. Not 
oo oo |. —._——sondly_ were a new Mustang and a new Ford Bronco parked in 
— ee — » the lab, but the Bronco became the dance floor for the very 

| fF: interesting Joanne Jackson, a dancer from Johnny’s A Go Go. 
Pe, = he — : The entertainment by Joanne, as well as the cars had been 
Vy — 4 — : brought in by the ASME for the pre-meeting enjoyment of 

_—=s«zsz 2 Pog a members and prospective members. 
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ENGINEERS... 

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED SUNDSTRAND AVIATION? 
Sundstrand Aviation, a leader in research, design, develop- er See 

ment, and production of high-performance, shaft-power ee a a 

conversion systems, now has over 100 active applications in ; a ee & 2 Constant speed drive 

aircraft secondary power, underwater propulsion, missile and eae) / - similar to those installed 

space vehicle secondary power, and land vehicle propulsion. Co & Ae + e | on F-111, C-5A, DC-9, 
ar rr i : ms aa _ F-4, and 737 aircraft. 

A continuing rise in sales to both the commercial and Doe. Kg 

military markets has brought about a long-range expansion Ee 
program that is providing new engineering facilities and Die ee 

many excellent job openings. There are challenging engineering So 

positions open in many areas including: Ci. ao 

Project Engineeri os <a 
roject Engineering , teh ' 

eee 5 Hydraulic pump for — & ~ 3 ee : 
Electronic Circuit Design aircraft applications.  =9§ “et , 
Hydraulic Pump and Motor Development 7 >. © ee 

Dynamic Analysis a 
Product Testing ee | 
Facility Automation Sore neers — - 

Thermodynamic Analysis ee oe 
Control System Engineering Sage 

Turbo-machinery Development CUS a 2 , Underwater propulsion 
Rotating Electrical Machine Design eS yy Fed cre . fee for the Mark-48 
Metallurgy and Materials Engineering ee Sau oe Ee Srpedo: 

Instrumentation Engineering = a 

Current expansion and extensive new product development are El echicneonctanaseieute niocnen 
rapidly increasing the opportunities at Sundstrand Aviation. While i 

it is the largest division of the Sundstrand Corporation, Sundstrand Co a oe me 
Aviation is still small enough so that the individual engineer can  ” 7) - 
attain personal identification with his projects. Hydrostatic Le « 3) AS eet, 

Excellent fringe benefits include a company-sponsored Master’s transmission for D i ZA. utes a 
Degree Program. military vehicles. re at co fo 

Arrange for a confidential interview with Duane Rohlfing, a Ss ta OW 
Manager of Professional Placement . . . : ee - ae — = . | 

<___¢_) SUNDSTRAND PERSONNEL CENTER | £ > eee 
WIURWEE EI) 1403 23rd Avenue | ene As _—shigh-temperature 
Vee D Rockford, Illinois 61101 ee SEF (operation. 
Non iy es 

‘ + pyemsnpteaaaant iia cad cates 

ee Lo ae : 

_ i memmmnONONNNME i. oe 
Sa a qui. {SSS - » eo, 0  «—6haee 

££ Soa SU ical = ae ogee screener ee 

oe o - = oo . 

This multimillion dollar R & D Center scheduled for completion in 1967 will add 400,000 square feet 

to Sundstrand Aviation's specialized facilities. 
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Operating deep down in liquid helium, a few degrees above absolute zero, | Pe ii bb 

the RCA experimental memory plane in the dewar is storing and oe | 
CCTs rem Coe ELUM MU s Cleo a aula aE Tt Se 7 i 

Bl ACES HS COUT A ee CB CCAILE TTS MRS Tate Rey Ueto ae a i eee . “. reer & a A Dp pay are executing “read-write” cycles at pre-selected time intervals—ranging | blob ; ee — 
ETT MO aves coon Ron TTT Nala eee On tee Cae nN ET Contd iH — 

WINRAR accor ele MAU Ley Ne ot ean ee MOT steed Reet Te TOT OPN Pe Beceem 
cryoelectric memory plane with 64 binary bits is shown in actual size. / 

RCA Knows How in Electronic Components and Devices 

You are facing a very important decision. When you In addition, you will work in a distinguished scientific 
select the company that you want to join, consider how and engineering environment. 
important it is for your future career to join the leader. You owe it to yourself to find out more about the 
For example, in this one area alone—Electronic Com- great range of activities at RCA. See your college 
ponents and Devices—you will find that RCA has set placement director, or write to College Relations, 
standards of engineering excellence, in an environment Radio Corporation of America, Cherry Hill, New 
for learning, that is second to none. Jersey 08101. 

EE, ME and IE cpporeness exist for all depres Whatever your field of interest—we would like to 
levels in every phase of research, design and develop- hear from you. 
ment, information systems, manufacturing, computer An Equal Opportunity Employer 
marketing, and purchasing with RCA. 

Another consideration — we believe in individual 
growth. There are training programs, graduate educa- The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
tion programs, and in-house courses—all designed to 
encourage your individual development and growth. ® 
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JUNGLE RADIO hunters, and others who travel for “HARDIMAN” 

jungle radio being used by the . 8 Su i Sh the General Electric Company for 

Army in Vietnam now is being of items £9 be carried are impor- devel : 4e ¢ d str a Cs 

offered by the Delco Radio Divi- tant CERISE TONE, ek, ang a aes ve 
sion of General Motors. The unit comes equipped with set of mechanical muscles” that 

7 - a ring microphone and two ear- will give an ordinary man the 
Known as the Delco 5300, the phones. This allows monitoring by strength of a giant. 

doc ter quccls samete with a, eee, le ES Ee gutamomns of mt afvancedinystem 
spare battery, and Gavels Gu on ode of ener loves Pp. of levers, control linkages, and serv- 

over-the-shoulder carrying bag. It “Tt he Spr ed ” 1 emel emechanismisy this unique machine 
measures approximately four. by t has proved to be extremely — will mimic and amplify the move- 

casures approximately four by effective in the widest of environ- a : 

five by ten inches. ments, having been tested under ments of its operator—dramatically 

Rugged and dependable, the both jungle and arctic conditions. oan ‘is strength and endur- 

unit could provide radio communi- Adequate frequency range has ante. “ous Man-maching marriage 

cations for forest rangers over long been provided to allow reliable will essentially combine the oper- 

distances, forest fire fighters, ex- communications at any time of day ators dexterity, brain-power, and 

plorers, prospectors, big game or night. all-round versatility with a ma- 
chine’s strength, size, and rugged- 
ness. 

r Worn like an external skeleton, 

the “mechanical muscles” machine 

: —nicknamed HardiMan—will per- 

‘ mit its operator to lift a 1500-pound 

- ik New load while exerting only a fraction 

" \ or) ooo : Jungle of this force. He will be able to 

ee cw & pe i . Radio perform general load-handling 

a S = oo ae fe © tasks, including walking, lifting, 

. ee we : Ey ibd a = oy climbing, pushing, and pulling. The 

c oe res. F ie machine—technically described as 

oe oe 2 _ / a “powered exoskeleton” by its de- 

— oA , . Prom velopers—will be attached to the 

 < 4% a operator at the feet, forearms, and 

isa = <2 : a waist. 

NF SS EB a a Potential applications for the 

“i i>, ines . et HardiMan are foreseen in ware- 

j Ue» house and factory operations, 

‘ EA bomb loading, and underwater sal- 
en _—t vage. Although the prototype will 

Peo be connected to a separate power 
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supply by means of flexible hydrau- Force feedback means that pro- RECONSTRUCTING PHOTOS FROM 
lic lines, it is anticipated that later _ portions of the forces generated or LUNAR ORBITER—ON EARTH 
models will have self-contained encountered by the machine are | . . 
power units. duplicated and reflected to the op- From highly detailed photo- 

The HardiMan project is funded erator. If the machine’s arm or leg graphs in the United States’ Lunar 

under a program jointly supported strikes a solid object, the operator Orbiter . . . to a series of electrical 
by the U. S. Army Natick (Massa- feels that identical force situation signals . . . back to highly detailed 
chusetts) Laboratory and the U. S. of striking a solid object with his photographs on earth. How is it 
Office of Naval Research. arm or leg. done? 

The contract announced today As a result, the machine simply In Lunar Orbiter, photographs 
resulted from 15 years of work on becomes an extension of the man C > 

ea . ; z of the moon’s surface are taken on 
cybernetic anthropomorphous ma- and the operator is able to concern 0 Kodak Hish Definiti 
chines (CAMS) at the General himself solely with performing the ma eeeee's 1 . “ m fon 
Electric Research and Develop- task at hand. Thus, man now has Aerial Film. Two SXPOSUTES are 
ment Center. The engineering tech- the ability to control a multi-motion made simultaneously —on € high- 
nology for “force feedback” control machine in a natural way and to resolution photo and one medium- 
—ithe key to HardiMan—was de- move loads at higher speed, with resolution photo. These two expo-* 
veloped by Ralph S. Mosher, who greater dexterity, than ever before. sures, constituting one spacecraft 

will guide development of the The control concept makes training frame,” fill a strip of the film 11.7 
machine. time almost nonexistent. inches long. 

The continuous length of film is 
processed automatically within the 

spacecraft by placing it in contact 

" with Kodak Bimat Transfer Film, 
7 { a material that has been pre-soaked 

A ‘ in processing chemicals. 

‘ - y Each frame of the processed 

4 ™ i film is transmitted to earth in the 
« 4 i form of separate “framelets”— 
i) A . tee 1/10-inch-wide (2'4-millimete is 
te ; * 7) wide) bands across the width of 

Ne. 4 > | ) the film. A high-intensity spot of 

4 y a eile ae, | light scans each narrow framelet 
‘a A _ » wi 18,942 times, generating electrical 

| : LY wa A signals for transmission to earth. 

a i yy a i i ws The signals are received at track- 
va | #\ | ing stations at Goldstone, Calif.; 
\\ La a | Woomera, Australia; and Madrid, 
Cy , Be J " Spain. To avoid the distortion of 

Aa 4 os any intermediary device, the sig- 
ae f | - Ps : nals are immediately displayed on 

on al ro ie a cathode-ray tube—a tube similar 

ae .. “ | \ in some respects to that used in a 
| iT 7. L ‘ _ \ television set. 

| a ’ The face of the tube is then 
| | a 4 i photographed on 35mm Eastman 

Ta _ af \ Television Recording Film. A sin- 
A) \ a, | gle framelet is reproduced as an 

oy i 18-inch-long strip of film, thus pro- 
4 a . § viding an enlargement of about 
ne - 7.2 times the original dimensions 

| 7 a of the framelet. About 20 seconds 

— A is needed to transmit a single 

| 4 7 framelet. 

age! |g ry 4 The 35mm film, containing posi- 
oO. ay Wj y _ % tive images, is processed at the 
or ae | —_ tracking stations and then sent to 

ical i pia saaia the Eastman Kodak Company in 
Rochester, N. Y. 

This is a model of a set of “mechanical muscles” that will give a human being the strength 
of a giant, and permit him to lift a 1500-pound load while exerting only a fraction of this From the films and from addi- 

rey Angee gpa os fm omer ond mos Geng! cis deeeh: tonal tracking station data, Kodak 
a great variety of load-handling tasks. technicians secure information con- 
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St PS [A nl ee Oe | | cerning the photography, such as 

es ee = a ak eo (= oem its approximate location, time of 
ie oe oe em ti‘ ( (“ | 2 
. “Fae m ~~ coe haa . ~o i. 4 taking, etc. Then they insert the 

fe = $j. = mw 7 . 
. beetle |x ca “ a a Ci ro Sel roll of 35mm film, together with 
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PASADENA, CALIF.—This is a United States photograph of the backside of the Moon. It was these copies. 
taken by Lunar Orbiter | spacecraft on August 19 and radioed to the Goldstone, Calif. station Th. —_ . . + 

of the Deep Space Network at 1:00 p.m. PDT on August 21. Through careful study of the 
The picture was taken by Lunar Orbiter’s moderate-resolution camera. photographs from Lunar Orbiter, 
North is approximately at the top of the photograph when it is viewed with the narrow scientists hope to map and select 

strip of photographic test patterns on the right side. The test patterns are used to calibrate ential si for ¢ d land 
the photography. potentia. sites for a manned land- 

When the picture was taken, the Sun was on the left at an elevation of 20 degrees. The ing on the moon. 
spacecraft was moving from I¢ft to right across this area of the Moon as it took the _ . . 

photograph. The Lunar Orbiter program is 
The picture shows an area of the lunar surface approximately 590 by 220 miles. It is managed by the U.S. National 

centered on a point which is approximately 150 degrees West longitude and 5 degrees ‘ ‘ad 
South latitude. Aeronautics and Space Administra- 

This is the most highly detailed photograph of the Moon's unseen face ever taken. tion Langley Research Center, 
Following this preliminary reassembly, the prime Lunar Orbiter data will be auto- Hampton, Virginia. The prime con- 

matically reassembled at Eastman Kodak Co. for detailed study at NASA’s Langley Research ; is tt : 
Center, Hampton, Va. tractor is the Boeing Company. 
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(Photo Credit—NASA) 

PASADENA, CALIF.—tThis is the first United States photograph of the When the picture was taken, the Sun was on the left at an eleva- 
backside of the Moon taken with the high-resolution camera. It was tion of 20 degrees. The spacecraft was moving from left to right 
taken by Lunar Orbiter 1 spacecraft on August 20 and radioed to across this area of the Moon's surface as it took the photograph. 
the Goldstone, Calif. station of the Deep Space Network at 1:00 p.m. The picture shows an area of the lunar surface approximately 
PDT on August 21. 75 by 100 miles. It is centered on a point which is approximately 

North is approximately at the top of the photograph when it is 150 degrees West longitude and 5 degrees South latitude. 
viewed with the narrow strip of photographic test patterns on the This photograph shows objects about eight times smaller than the 
right side. The test patterns are used to calibrate the photography. moderate-resolution photograph of the same area. 
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, MEET THE CLASS OF ’66 

Theyre members of Bethlehem Steel’s 1966 Loop Course Although our primary need is for engineering and other 
graduates of colleges and universities from coast to coast. technical graduates—such men have many fine opportuni- 
What is the Loop Course? Since 1922, we have conducted ties in all phases of steelmaking, as well as in research, 

this course to train college graduates for management ca- sales, mining, fabricated steel construction, and shipbuild- 
reers at Bethlehem Steel. Hundreds of men at all levels of ing—both technical and non-technical graduates are needed 
management, including our Chairman, started as loopers. for most of those activities as well as accounting, purchas- 

The °66 Loop convened at our general offices in Bethle- ing, traffic, finance and law, industrial and public relations, 
hem, Pa., early in July. After five weeks of indoctrination, and general services. 
many of these men were assigned to facilities throughout You'll find a great deal more information in our booklet, 
the country for further brief training at the operations be- “Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.”” You 
fore undertaking their first job assignments. Others, such can obtain a copy at your Placement Office, or drop a post- 
as sales and accounting trainees, remain at the general card to Personnel Division, Industrial and Public Relations 
offices for longer periods before being assigned. Department, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. 

(oh) BETHLEHEM STEEL [bi 
\ + J STEEL 
"esas An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program —— 
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Shouldn't you be the one to shape our computers? a 
This is not only possible at UNIVAC, but “ ACCOUNTANTS 
a way of life. Innovators and their inno- A . will join the management team on the UNIVAC Con- 
vations are probably the biggest reasons rey troller’s Staff for intensive initial development lead- 

why the Sperry Rand Corporation is | ass my tial management. This program of development places ‘ 1 7 7 may “agama - ranked among the top 50 of the nation’s \ Ss = 7 y emphasis on pricing, cost accounting, internal audit- 
500 largest companies, according to : i ing, management information systems, and the plan- 
Fortune Magazine. // Ci oe ning of budgets and profits, and leads toward early 

And there’s plenty more to say! ‘ he | [ > | acceptance of managerial responsibility. 
__,Take our new UNIVAC 9000 series of —_ | A MARKETING REPRESENTATIVES 
interlinking modular computer systems " Ce 2 oe 4 will become successful computer system sales repre- 
introduced recently. Their superior per- “ees i sentatives or customer systems analysts attached to 
formance and speed characteristics re- wi e : y a one of our Commercial Marketing Department branch 
sult primarily from the use of a new a : Podge ec offices in the United States. These important people 
plated wire memory and monolithic in- 1 ot pie Es ae are responsible for the generation of new business 

tegrated circuitry. These systems are a i a 7 Le . e ei and continuing liaison with existing customer per- 

cinch to program according to our cus- rs sonnel. 

tomers’ continually changing software (c Our programs of formal and informal 
requirements. And their cost capability BO rs orientation and training are designed to 
ratio is unbelievably low, opening up en- A . acquaint you as an individual with each 
tirely new computer markets for UNIVAC. Belen ae (Gaull receive Shortly, a specific area of employment as rapidly 

Now take an array of long-term, high tronic Engineering, Mechanwal Engineer- as possible, while providing you with a 
volume computer system contracts for ; - jl Hi complete picture of the responsibilities 
both defense and non-defense users. ing. Math, Comte ene isles you will shortly be expected to undertake. 
Plus the fact that we were recently B. ry eq ce To arrange an interview with our rep- 
awarded the largest single computer con- to be considered for these opportunities: resentative on your campus, contact the 
tract in history—a large scale, real-time ASSOCIATE ENGINEERS college placement office. If you desire 
airline reservation system. will help shape the research, development, design, additional information please consult 

Finally, consider that of all the 18,000 and test engineering of computer systems, subsys- our brochure on file in your placement 
UNIVAC people in all the countries of the tens pore ene ely components, for dares office or write Manager, College Rela- 
free world, 75% are salaried and of vanced memories: [osical design, integrated circuitry tions, UNIVAC Division of Sperry Rand 
these, one-third have at least one college and electronic packaging techniques. Corporation, P.O. Box 8100, Philadephia, 
degree. (Talk about professional climate!) Pa. 19101, 

Frankly, with people like these and He ea ieae ts casibliles in the development of i . i 
contacts like these, and advanced Stik software, systems design and implementation, the 
puter. sy: 7 ese, we need you to packaging of software systems, operations research 
participate in these fascinating oppor- and systems simulation, the development of pro- 
tunities existing at UNIVAC to help us gramming techniques for information storage and re- DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
shape our computers. To say nothing of trieval, and executive programming techniques for 
our world. multi-processor computer systems, An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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NEEDED Hundreds of Engineers, Scientists and Specialists 
NOW... dedicated to the all-out war on WATER POLLUTION 

EES 

(and for years 
to come) 

By 1980, the United States alone will need 600 BILLION _ scientific and technological explorations of this century. 

GALLONS of clean water every day. At best, assuming The very existence of millions of people depends upon 

no further pollution, we will have a reliable daily supply | our meeting this challenge, for the clean, fresh water that 

of just 515 billion gallons. The missing 85 billion gallons is essential to all terrestrial life is in danger of depletion. 

represents a challenge commensurate with the great 

SPEARHEADING THE CRUSADE 
The new Federal Water Pollution Control Administra- to attack water pollution nationally, regionally, and 
tion has one of the most unique and all-encompassing — locally at the same time, doing whatever must be done 
missions ever granted a government organization. It is in six basic ways: 

1/ AID TO COMMUNITIES—programs offering sanitary, civil, and industrial engineers the opportunity to plan, initiate, and 
review grants for waste treatment plants so urgently needed throughout the land. 

2/ ENFORCEMENT—because water pollution ignores political boundaries, experts in the field — bacteriologists, 
biologists, chemists, hydrologists, sanitary engineers, limnologists, toxicologists, and lawyers, too 
—are needed to identify pollutants, locate their source, and work with official and volunteer 
groups to promote adherence to standards. 

3/ RESEARCH—in thirteen new laboratories that will ultimately operate in critical areas, each dedicated to specific 
research tasks or water problems. This gives sanitary engineers, chemists, biologists, bacteriolo- 
gists, hydrologists, geologists, oceanographers, limnologists, soil scientists, epidemiologists, and 
toxicologists the chance to attack the problem in their own area, in their particular specialty. 

4/ WATER BASIN IMPROVEMENT—comprehensive programs for each of the 9 major river basins, bringing the administrator, 

the planner, the economist, and the computer expert into the new science of water management 
. .. into the building of mathematical models and the use of data collection and retrieval 
techniques. 

5/ ESTABLISHING WATER QUALITY STANDARDS—vital action to let municipalities, industries, and other water users under- 
stand their responsibilities. Scientific and water resource management teams well-versed in the 
intricacies of water pollution control and abatement will be needed for FWPCA offices in almost 
every State. 

6/ TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE—ultimately to be increased many times over in order to cope with new and unexpected problems 
ranging from fish kills to contaminated municipal water supplies. Great versatility on the part of 
engineers and scientists will be needed to find adequate, immediate solutions 

DRAMATIC GROWTH ALMOST INEVITABLE 

Over 700 career positions—many of them in engineer- _velopments of individual significance . . . i.e., processing 
ing—are to be filled this first year. This is just the be- and packaging of fish and aquatic vegetation for mass 
ginning. What has taken decades to pollute will take feeding, new insight into public health and immunology, 
decades to reclaim. During this period, there will be commercial use of recovered wastes, conservation and 
dramatic growth within the Administration itself, plus © economical re-use of existing water, and so many more 
scientific, technological and managerial ‘spin-off’ de- beyond today’s state of knowledge. 

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS 

The FWPCA representative interviewing you will probably be _ tions provide Career Civil Service benefits; and all applicants 
a person with program responsibility, a technical man able to are considered on an equal opportunity basis without regard 
answer detailed questions about career opportunities in all to race, creed, sex, or national origin. Contact your College 
areas. He will be offering positions starting at the GS-5 level Placement Office for an appointment or write to Administra- 
($5,331 or $6,387) and the GS-7 level ($6,451 or $7,729) with tion headquarters for details. 
higher levels open to those with advanced degrees. All posi- 

Department of the Interior ¢ Personnel Management Division, Room 325 

633 Indiana Avenue, N.W. * Washington, D.C. 20242 
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Loading nuclear core in the N.S. Savannah, 

Come grow with us. We started in boilers and steam p launches an entirely new product. We’re 
generation, then moved on to atomic power stations, nu- _ big enough ($480 million last year) to take on some pretty 
clear marine propulsion, computers and control systems, exciting projects. But small enough to give you a challeng- 
closed circuit TV and specialty machine tools. (We still ing job, not just desk space. Want to talk about the future? 
make the best boiler in America. ) Write to The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 East 42 St., 

Tomorrow, who knows? You could be on the B&W team New York, N.Y. 10017. A good place to work and grow. 

Babcock & Wilcox 
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| Thy Your ideas on precisely what you want to do are likely to change as you add to your experi- : 
We Ld | ence—and as products, methods and technologies change. That’s why joining a company | 

|] i like FMC can be so wise. We’re more than merely diversified. We’re in so many inter- Z q 
WE related fields that, in practice, you can move to the kind and type of job that you'll find most ua 
| 1 rewarding. Because we’ve grown so much, in so many areas, your knowledge of us may lag qf ' 
Hd behind the facts. Try this five-minute quiz and see. ip 

| | Q. 1. In Fortune Magazine’s list of 500 largest U.S. companies, FMC is: Hi) 

Hi | 0 Among the top 100 [] Among the last 100 [ Among the missing I Pld 

did A. ANSWER: Up towards the middle of the first 100, with 1965 total sales of ald 
Wi $929 millions. AH 
Ny al 
wa Q. 2. Our employees about equal the population of: || i 

\ | 0 Steamboat Springs, Colo. [] New London, Conn. [ Dodge City, Kan. HN \ 

AVY A. ANSWER: Choose the submarine base in Conn., with around 37,000, for the right A 
NAY reply. 1 eA\t a 
| \ \\W 
A Q. 8. Underline any products in the following list FMC does not make: \\ 

Alkalies, barium chemicals, dry bleach, fungicides, gasoline additives, herbicides, | : 
| hydrogen peroxide, insecticides, magnesia, organic intermediates, phosphates, phos- \ A 

E\ phoric acids, plasticizers, propellants, salt cake, soda ash, solvents, textile agents. HAN 
) 1] 
\ \ Acanswes: Save your pencil. FMC makes all of them. i 4 \ 

L\) ai 
No Q. 4. All told, FMC spends on Research & Development: | | 
, \ | 0 $5,000 aday ($200,000 aweek [] $1.5 million a month Vy 

\\\ | A. ANSWER: $18,000,000 a year is a bit under the actual figure, but the third choice ie 
iy | 4 comes closest. Ll 

; iy Q.:. Which of the following situations sound most appealing to you? 1 | 

E id O Research & Development—Maryland, New Jersey, New York. f 
Ply | C1 Industrial Chemical Sales—Nationwide. Ta] 
1 | O Plant Operation, Maintenance, Production and Engineering—California, Idaho, i 
yi Indiana, Kansas, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Washington, West Virginia, i 
Bid i Wyoming and Canada. q 

y a LY A. ANSWER: You’re the judge on this one. These are typical of activities in which you \ ' | 
fs [| can participate in FMC’s growth and expansion. 1 | 

; th Jot down an outline of the kind of position you’d like best, and then check with FMC. 
pif] There’s a good chance your inquiry may lead to a happy association. | iy 

Hy di f TS Write Industrial Relations Department #1737 Al 

iH 4mp| FMC CHEMICALS || 
ik | mec 633 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 | 

Ve Meera « | i aA @ An Equal Opportunity Employer \ 
\\\ \\\ 
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(Another addition to Wisconsin’s long list of cartoon greats . . .)
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by The Byrd, bs’69 

Another semester is with us and The Byrd would direction through the earth and rock. The cost from 
like to issue a warm welcome to all you new students. his records for this type of excavation is $10 per linear 

And just in case any old students are still reading this foot in earth and $30 per linear foot in rock. What 

column, The Byrd extends his sympathy to you and in distances in earth and rock will give a minimum cost 
the words of a hill student: ‘‘Stout Fellows!’’ for the construction? Assume the depth of the earth 

Solve the division problem below by finding the is negligible compared with the depth of rock. 

correct digits to replace each of the letters. x KOK 

EFM For you fellows who like probabilities, here’s a little 

AQG | FXNQG problem. Figure out the probability that a stick, being 
XJM broken in three chance pieces, may be arranged in 

— 2a the form of a triangle. Realize that if a 12” stick is 
Gx broken into two pieces 2” | dan 8" pi QAE roken into two pieces ong and an piece, no 
a triangle can be made. 

AEJG eR 

ASGG 
—AQs The other evening The Byrd and a group of fellow 

engineers went slumming and stopped at a place 

«eo called Ratscaller. The place was teeming with frail, 
long-haired little men who Engineer Robert Smith im- 

There is a train crew consisting of 3 men, an engi- mediately identified as hill students. Over in one cor- 
neer, a fireman, and a brakeman. Their names in ner of the room a little fellow with greenish skin was 
alphabetical order are: Buckholtz, Finn, and Robbins.  snickering merrily while the others in the group were 

On the same train there are 3 passengers. Their cheering him on in their squeaky, high-pitched voices. 
names in alphabetical order are: Mr. Buckholtz, Mr. Finally, after several toasts of carbonated orange had 

Finn, and Mr. Robbins. been drunk, the hero protested that he must leave now 

The following facts are known: before he caught a chill. He just put on his overshoes 
Mr. Finn lives in Detroit. when Engineer Dick Friede walked up, puffing con- 

The brakeman lives half way between Chicago and tentedly on the stub of a pipe held firmly in his gran- 
Detroit. ite-like teeth. The fumes from the pipe were too much 

Mr. Buckholtz earns exactly $10,000.00 a year. for the hill students’ hero and the fellow collapsed on 
Robbins once beat the fireman at billiards. the floor, still clutching his black umbrella in his with- 

The brakeman’s next door neighbor, one of the ered, scaly hands. On the floor beside him lay a piece 

three passengers mentioned, earns exactly 3 times as of paper entitled, ‘‘2—1". It read as follows: 

much as the brakeman. 1—3=4—6 

The passenger living in Chicago has the same last 1—349/4=4—64.9/4 

name as the brakeman. (1—3/2)2=(2—3/2)2 

Who is the engineer? 1—3/2—2—3/2 

mK 1=2 

That well known contractor, Muns Ronson, is figur-. Engineer Gerald Johnson immediately saw the error 
. . . in this ‘‘proof’’. Can you? 
ing an a water tunnel from a point A to a point B 

which is 300 feet below A and at a distance of 500 Send your answers to The Byrd at The Wisconsin 

feet from A horizontally. He is allowed to go in any Engineer. 
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The “Cipher Disk” ...NSA 

symbol and one of the oldest 

and most effective 
at cryptographic devices known. 

HEHE 

In all that the National Security Agency does, there talents and interests. 
is seldom any precedent. For only NSA creates NSA employees enjoy the benefits of Federal em- 
“secure’’ communications systems and equipment ployment without the necessity of Civil Service certi- 
on so broad a scale. fication. The Agency's generous graduate study program 

A major research arm within the defense establish- permits you to pursue two semesters of full-time grad- 
ment, there is no other organization like it...no uate study at full salary with academic costs borne by 
other organization doing the same important work, or NSA. Participation in professional associations is 
offering the same wealth of opportunity for imagina- also encouraged, and NSA assists you to attend 
tive graduates in the engineering sciences. national meetings, seminars and conferences. 

An agency of national prominence, NSA has a Located between Washington and Baltimore, NSA 
critical requirement for engineers to carry out basic is also near the Chesapeake Bay, ocean beaches and 
and applied research, design, development, testing other summer and winter recreation areas. The loca- 
and evaluation on large-scale crypto communications tion permits your choice of city, suburban or country 
and EDP systems. You may also participate in related living. 
studies of electromagnetic propagation, upper atmos- Starting salaries, depending upon education and 
phere phenomena, super-conductivity and cryogenics experience, range from $7,729 to $12,873. Check now 
using the latest equipment for advanced research with your Placement Office to arrange an interview 
within NSA’s fully instrumented laboratories. with the NSA representative visiting your campus, or 

Career programs are designed to develop the pro- write to: Chief, College Relations Branch, Suite 10, 
fessional engineer's fullest capabilities in research 4435 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Washington, D.C. 
or technical management, depending on individual 20016. An equal opportunity employer, M&F. 

national security agency 
... Where imagination is the essential qualification 

ee 
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- Contin ec 

“Carry your bag, Sir?” “Is it true that an alligator in A patient at a mental hospital 
“No, let her walk.” these swamps won't hurt you if you — who had been certified cured was 

a ke carry a torch?” saying good-by to the head psychi- 
“You were away without official Dat all depends on how fas’ yo atrist. ; 

leave,” his superior barked. all carry it. And what are you going to do 
“Why?” ooo when you get out in the world?” 
“Well, sir,” the harassed private Bus Driver: “All right back ; Well I may go back to Wiscon- 

began,“ my first day in the Army there?” sin and finish my CE course. Then, 
an, S . ike _ 7 ofore q 

we were issued combs, and that Feminine voice: “No, wait til I Ked the Army before, so I may 

afternoon all my hair was cut off. get my clothes on.” So ae oh my paused gemoment 
The next morning they issued us Then the bus driver led the he eka “Then, again, I may 

toothbrushes, and that afternoon — stampede to the rear to watch the ne a teakettle; ee 
the dentist pulled six of my teeth. girl get on with a basket of laun- 
The followi ing, I was is dry A young man and date pulled 

ie HOnOwng, Morne, & Was ie . over to the side of the road. 
sued an athletic supporter. That’s eae Mens HG Be : 

hen I t AWOL,” z , She: “Youre not going to pull 
wien * wen . Don't yell through the Sercen that out of gas routine, are you?” 

eae door, Grandma—you re straining He: “Naw, I use the hereafter 

“Papa,” questioned the son, “what YOUP VOICE: routine.” 
is the person called who brings you eae She: “The hereafter routine?” 
in contact with the spirit world?” Wisdom: Knowing what to do. He: “If you're not here after 

“A bartender, my son,” was the Skill: Knowing how to do. what I’m here after, then youll be 
spirited reply. Virtue: Not doing it. here after 'm gone.” 

eee 

A man stopped by the excavation 

of a new subway and yelled to the f aa 
men working in the pit, “Say, ct 
watcha’ doin’ down there?” S' GF 

“Building a subway,” one of 
them answered. ‘Ss 
“How long is it going to take to = 

build it?” I\ 
“Three years,” came the answer. ‘ 
“Three years! Phooey—Ill take — bh 

a taxi.” L taxi oe a ; 
~ % — 

Bus. Ad. student: “I have a splin- Oo " 
ter in my finger.” _ ~ . wi 

Engineer: “Been scratching your AL 
head?” sy (DSPs 

ae Ps AS NY 

I. E.: He (in low-lit living room, we ad~_ aa 
as he pressed his lips into her ear): ¥ 
“What are you thinking about, dar- oo 
ling?” swe 

a <r * — 
She (shyly): “The same thing / 

you are, Dear.” Oh no! We'll have to go back, I forgot my freshmen 
I. E.: “O.K. Tl race you to the lectures notebook! 

ice box.” 
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The engineer was out with a The wild crowd has new game “Shay, lady, you're the homeliest 
flirt, and when his buddy left the going. Three guys rent a hotel woman I ever saw.” 
table to buy a paper she pursed room and each brings a quart of “Well, you're the drunkest man I 
her lips invitingly and leaned Old Screech with him. They sit ever saw.” 

across the table toward her date and drink for an hour, then one of “I know lady, but I'll get over it 
and, putting her face against his, them gets up and leaves. The other —_ jy, the morning.” 
whispered, “Now is your chance, two have to guess which one left. 
darling.” eae 

slancing around hastily, the en- see « Glancing around hastily, the en . a Art Student: “Perhaps you, too, 
gineer muttered, “So it is!” and What are you putting in your are a lover of nature. Have you 
quickly leaned over and drank his vest pocket there, Murphy?” seen the rosy-fingered dawn 

buddy’s beer. “That’s a stick of dynamite. spreading across the eastern sky, y Pp s 
ar) Every time Riley sees me he slaps the red-stained, sulphurous islets y J 1 P recs > P . 

Jack: “Ill bet you think twice  ™° the chest and breaks all my floating in the ladle of fire in the 
o «c. 7. cigars. The next time he does it, west, ragged clouds at midnight 

before you leave your wife alone 2 . . » 3 . a 
evenings.” he’s going to blow his hand off. blotting out the shuddering moon? 

Se 
“ %, 

Mack: “I'll say. First I have to eae b Engine Nope, . lately. ve 
: a reas ;: = een on the wagon for more than think up a reason for going out He: My wife worships me. a year” 

then I have to think up why she . h i a year. 
can't go with me!” Him: Is that so: a9 8 

He: Yeah, she places burnt offer- 
ee F . “ . . 

ings before me every evening. What is the heaviest penalty for 
Selectee: “They can’t make me bigamy?” the judge asked a young 

fight.” a & man. 

Draft Board: “Maybe not—but Hit by a speeding midget sports “Two Mother-in-laws,” he re- 
they can take you where the fight- car as she was strolling across a _ plied. 
ing is and let you use your own country road, a little hen got up, cee 

judgment.” smoothed down her feathers and 
oe e muttered: “Lively little cuss, but he Little Jack Horner 

. . didn’t get anywhere.” Sat in the corner— 
The best way to get rid of fleas B.O 

is to take a bath in sand, then rub id , 
down with alcohol. The fleas get Diogenes met a veteran. "eS 

—_ and Kill each other throw. “What were you during the Football Game: A contest where 
ing TOCKS. war?” he asked. a spectator takes four quarters to 

+ & & “A private,” replied the veteran. finish a fifth. 
Two stuttering blacksmiths had So Diogenes blew out his lamp 

finished heating a piece of pig and went home. 
iron, and one placed it upon the 
anvil with a pair of tongs. eee ffm 

“Wh-h-h-h-h-h-b-hit, it,” he  stut- First Inmate: “And what are you rp 
tered. doing now?” a» 

“W-w-w-w-w-w-w-w-wh where?” Second Inmate: “Buying old 
asked the other. wells, sawing them up, and selling 

“Aw -h-h-h-h-h-hell, we'll have to them for post holes.” 
h-h-h-heat it again, now.” 

eRe 
va a ( 

A person who claims that abso- Girls are just i aetna fact ) 
lute zero is impossible to obtain you must aere~ . mA 
hasn’t taken a thermo test yet. You can’t enjoy them fully until ( 

you get them lit. \ i 
eo 8 

Engineer on telephone: “Doctor oes mt 

come quick! My little boy just Question: Since pro means the 
swallowed my slide rule. opposite of con, can you give an 

Doctor: “Good heavens man, I illustration? 

will be right there. What are you Answer: Yes, Progress and Con- 
doing in the meantime?” gress. Dd a / 

Engineer: “Using log log tables.” aoe eg (Cc 3 
EHR oS 

uae Don't drink while you drive, be- S rey 
Something to look forward to— cause you might hit a bump and Ya 

women’s wigs with built-in brains. spill your drink. 
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It’s a good system if you like it 

There are slots. 

Slots need people to fill them. 

Someone exists who was born and educated to fill 
each slot. 
Find him. Drop him in. Tell him how lucky he is. 
Look in once in a while to make sure he still fits 
his slot. 

This orderly concept has much to commend it, plus one fault: 

some of the people most worth finding don’t like it. Some very 

fine employers have not yet discovered the fault. It is not up to 

us to point it out to them. Luckily for us, we needn’t be so 

tightly bound to the slot system, 
We can offer choice. A certain combination of the factors 

diversification, size, centralization, and corporate philosophy 

makes it feasible to offer so much choice. 
Choice at the outset. Choice later on. Choice between quiet 

persistence and the bold risks of the insistent innovator. Choice 

between theory and practice. Choice between work in the 

North and South. Choice between work wanted by the govern- 

ment and work wanted directly by families, by business, by 
education, by medicine, by science. To the extent that the slot 

idea helps channel choice we use it, of course. 

A corporation such as this is one means of coordinating the 
strength of large numbers of effective persons. You may feel 

that in the years ahead this type of organization must change. 

You may feel that it must not change. Either way, to get a 

chance to steer you have to come on board. 

Advice to electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, chemical engi- 

nevis, chemists, and physicists—still on campus or as much as ten 
yeais past the academic procession: while one starts by filling a slot, it 

‘soon proves more fun to make one. No detailed list of openings ap- 

pended herewith. Next week it would be different. G. C, Durkin is 

Director of Business and Technical Personnel, Eastman Kodak Com- 
pany, Rochester, N. Y. 14650. 
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... New concepts and products 

... New facilities and processes 

... New applications and markets 

...in your technical career with General Electric 

Progress ls Our Most Important Product 
Contact your Placement Officer or write: G E N E R A L E LE c T R | c 
D. E. Irwin, General Electric Company, 

Section 699-18, Schenectady, N. Y. 12305. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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